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BOARD MEETING AGENDA  
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31, 2024 | 2:30-4:00 P.M.  
REMOTE  
  
To join virtually: Click on the Microsoft Teams link in the meeting invitation or dial in #: 332-249-0607 
Phone conference ID: 335 696 995# 
   
 
Meeting open to the public via conference line above. 

 
I. Meeting Called to Order  Brad Smith 

Board Chair 
 

2:30pm 

II. Minutes from October 3, 2023 Meeting 
» Board Action: Approve minutes 

[Tab A] Brad Smith 
Board Chair 
 

2:30- 2:35pm 

III. 
 
 
IV. 

Public Comment 
 
 
ED Corner: The WSOS Foundation 

» Board Action: Approve 8-month services 
agreement 

» Board Action: Approve delegated authority 
resolution 

» Board Action: Approve up to $60k in CTS funds 
to correct error in awarding RJI 

» Board Action: Initiate search for next WSOS 
executive director 

 
 
 
[Tab C] 

Public 
 
 
Kimber Connors 
Executive Director 

2:40pm 
 
 
2:40-3:30pm 

V. Finance & Program Administrator Update 
» Board Action: Reappoint Brad Faulhaber 
» Board Action: Approve charter amendment 
» Board Action: Adopt 2024 Budget 

 

[Tab D] Patrick Smith 
Finance & Investment 
Committee Chair 
 
Kimber Connors 
Executive Director 
 

3:30-3:45pm 

VI. Executive Session: ED Performance Review  Brad Smith 
Board Chair 
 

3:45-4:00pm 

VII. Closing  Brad Smith 
Board Chair 

4:00pm 

         
 
 

Upcoming Board Meetings 
Tuesday, March 26, 2024 
Tuesday, June 18, 2024 

Wednesday, September 11, 2024 
Wednesday, November 20, 2024 

 
Attending in person? Check in at the front desk to get a nametag and give them your license plate number. 

 



Tab A 

Minutes from the October 3, 2023, Board Meeting 
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WASHINGTON STATE OPPORTUNITY SCHOLARSHIP BOARD MEETING  

OCTOBER 3, 2023, 1–3 P.M., AT MICROSOFT OR MICROSOFT TEAMS  
MEETING MINUTES 

 
 
The Board of Directors of the Washington State Opportunity Scholarship (WSOS) convened on October 3, 2023, in 
person and via Microsoft Teams. The meeting was publicized as available to the public on the WSOS website.  
 
Board members in person: Brad Smith (Chair), Julie Sandler, Miller Adams, Gary Rubens, Jane Park 
Board members virtual: Diane Cecchettini, and Patrick Smith 
Board members not present: Latisha Hill, Mike Wilson 
 
Additional attendees: Gina Breukelman, Jane Broom, Jolenta Coleman Bush, Aileen Miller, Kimber Connors, Javania 
Polenska, Nancy Long, Camille Reynaud, Courtney Chen, Dena Parmer, Faye Alarcon, Francisca Mejas Campos, 
Genevieve Geiger, Hayley Schaefer, Jess Tholmer, Jessica Monger, Jillian Luis, Johnathan Luster, Juan Carlos Gomez, 
Kendyl Puhan, Lauren Pack, Lindzey Lien, Lisa Magennis,  Lyanne O'Connell, Nick Khamphilom, Niki Cramer, Rachel 
Wyers, Sam Svilar, Tara Warming, Tori Campbell, Arian Ariaye, Paul Francis 
 
Meeting Called to Order 
Brad Smith, Chair, called the Board meeting to order at 1:03 p.m. 
 
Approval of Minutes 
Javania Polenska noted that there was a correction to the minutes. On page six of the preread packet, the minutes state 
there is no contract or RFP needed. There is no RFP, but we will directly contract with the foundation. We will strike 
“contract or” from the minutes.  
 
Board Action: Diane Cecchettini moved that the minutes of the June 21, 2023, Board meeting be approved with the 
amendment Polenska noted. Miller Adams seconded the motion, and it carried unanimously.  
 
Mission Moment: Scholar Opportunity Story 
Johnathan Luster, WSOS Programs Director, introduced Arian Ariaye who is in his third year at the University of 
Washington. Ariaye said he came to the UW with an associate degree from Green River College. He said he was born in 
Afghanistan and moved to Turkey with his family when he was nine years old. He has been in Washington for four and 
one-half years. Ariaye said he was very stressed about how he would pay for college. He said that because of WSOS, he 
was able to work less, focus on his studies, and decrease the pressure on himself and his parents. Ariaye said he has 
been able to inspire his younger siblings and others like him to pursue higher education. Ariaye said he often talks to his 
WSOS mentor about the challenges he faces. His mentor, who is also a first-generation student, shares what they have 
overcome, and this was a big help during his time at the UW. Ariaye knows that to get into medical school, he must push 
himself in research and extra activities. He said he has been very involved with the WSOS industry and career panels. He 
said he has attended career panels and tours at Children’s Hospital, Bristol Myers Squibb and he learned about the 
different options he has in the medical field.  
 
Brad Smith asked if there were any questions.  
 
Cecchettini asked about Ariaye’s path to medical school and his dream clinical practice. Ariaye said he is preparing to 
take the MCAT next year by doing thirty practice questions each day. He said his dream is to be a successful practitioner 
but also to be a hope for others like him because there is so much misrepresentation of his culture. He said he is 
interested in family medicine, internal medicine, or pediatrics. Gary Rubens asked how Ariaye heard about the 
scholarship. Ariaye said he came to the US in his sophomore year and did not know English. He said he went to every 
meeting he could to help him with his English. Ariaye learned about WSOS when his high school counselors shared 
resources and scholarship opportunities. Brad Smith thanked Ariaye for enthusiastically sharing his story and for 
spreading the word about WSOS.  
 
Public Comment 
No one signed up for public comment.  
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ED Corner 
Polenska reviewed our intended impact and four key priorities. Polenska said the metrics have been static from our last 
few meetings. She stated that the progress or measures for this current academic year have had incremental changes 
toward our goals. We have been able to do a lot of promotional work this past year due to the Boeing funding, but some 
Scholars are not completing their FAFSA, making them ineligible for our scholarship. The Awards team will continue to 
focus on the eligibility of Scholars. The Programs team will continue to focus on Scholar persistence and will also focus on 
participation and engagement. External Affairs continues to be in the community to spread the word about WSOS. 
Fundraising is in the quiet phase of a campaign. We have been hampered by the lack of frontline fundraisers and have 
made adjustments in the revenue goal as well as a small change in our focus on communities outside of the Puget Sound 
region. Polenska said the last metric is around being a preferred workplace. These metrics are identical to where they 
were last year, so, we will not adjust this goal and will continue to focus on it.  
 
Polenska said we have just started our academic year, so we do not have many metrics yet. She gave a high-level 
overview of the current work. She said the Awards team is building toolkits and solutions to ensure Scholars and their 
families understand how to navigate the application process. Polenska said we continue to make sure current Scholars 
understand processes to maximize their scholarships. We are continuing to watch the changes to FAFSA closely. She 
said the Programs team is busy onboarding Scholars. Scholar Leads are talking to students and helping them acclimate 
to their campus and our programming. Polenska said we are currently recruiting and launching our Skills that Shine 
industry mentorship program. We continue to target Scholars who are often furthest away from opportunities and try to 
engage them in our programming. She said that External Affairs is working on visibility and has made plans for Kimber 
Connors to engage with partners around the state. We are seeing some gains from a social media perspective as we 
have made some changes in our strategy and seen some immediate impacts. Polenska said there has been a lot of 
promotional work and new partnerships built. She said Development has changed the OpportunityTalks breakfast to a 
luncheon due to the impact of the pandemic on where people are working from in the hope it helps with attendance. 
Operations are focused on understanding the staff feedback in the summer culture survey and being responsive to what 
they are asking for. Polenska said that teams are starting work on the legislative report, and we should have an updated 
report on our metrics and accomplishments for the year in early December. 
 
Adams asked how the back-to-office work is impacting operations and culture. Polenska said that we have been back in 
the office in a hybrid situation for quite a while. She said some staff have concerns about the additional waves of COVID, 
but we have settled into the hybrid work. Brad Smith asked what the hybrid policy is. Polenska said we are in the office 
two days a week. She said each team has one assigned day, and then everyone selects one more day each week to be 
in the office.  
  
Rubens asked if we have thought about smaller events rather than just our large OpportunityTalks event. Polenska asked 
Camille Reynaud, Development Director, to answer this. Reynaud said we have three campaign events planned with 
individuals on the campaign steering committee. There are two cocktail parties and a Hot Topic Dinner party. She said 
that next year, we are hoping to host some events in eastern Washington to better engage partners in other parts of the 
state.  
 
Polenska shared WSOS key wins for the quarter, which are the WSOS Foundation being incorporated and the 501c3 
application having been filed. She said another win is the work staff have done on their strategic planning. Polenska said 
we have sustained promotions and brand-building activities, and it has had a positive impact. She said our last key win is 
that we survived without Connors while she was on maternity leave.  
 
Polenska shared four challenges we are currently facing. She said the first one is culture work and balancing speed and 
intention. Polenska said a key takeaway is that, as directors, we need to communicate better with staff. She said that we 
have had a lot of turnover and staff are feeling the impact of that. We have seven open roles, three of which were newly 
created. Polenska said another challenge is the financial reporting and reconciliation that 501 Commons does. We are 
working closely with their team as we start the budgeting process, but it continues to be a body of work that lags. The last 
challenge Polenska talked about was the difficulty in finding good candidates for the controller position.  
 
Brad Smith thanked Polenska for leading the organization as the interim executive director. He said she has not shied 
away from any of the challenges or opportunities.  
 
Polenska introduced Paul Francis, Executive Director of the Washington State Board for Community and Technical 
Colleges (SBCTC). Francis shared that he was a legislative staffer who helped write the bill that created WSOS, and that 
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he is excited to see how the program has grown. Francis shared the SBCTC vision statement and then reviewed the 
SBCTC strategic plan goals. He shared that a major focus is getting students not only in the door but on the path toward a 
degree or flexible career-training options that are responsive to the needs of businesses and industries. Francis said that 
in 2013, the legislature adopted a higher education goal that at least 70% of Washington adults ages 25-44 will have a 
postsecondary credential by 2023. He said we are at 60% if you include associate degrees, and we have gone backward 
during the pandemic. Brad Smith asked what the number was in 2013 when the goal was set. Francis said it was in the 
50s, so we have made a little bit of progress. 
 
Francis stated that some of the challenges we are seeing are enrollment, the fiscal health of our colleges, leadership 
transitions across our system, and workforce shortages in all of our colleges. Francis said that community and technical 
colleges are underfunded compared to other states. Francis said that Washington does not have a college-going culture. 
He said that even though we think of ourselves as a highly educated state, we do a good job of importing people who 
have been educated elsewhere. He said that Washington ranks low in FAFSA completion; we are usually ranked 48th or 
49th in the country, even though we have one of the best state student financial aid programs in the country. Francis said 
that the number of high school graduates will not increase from 2019 to 2037. He said we cannot meet state workforce 
goals by relying on high school graduates. Francis said we have to think about how we serve incumbent workers with 
some college or no degree. He said that there is growing skepticism about the value of higher education. Patrick Smith 
asked if there is anything state-specific about our FAFSA that would make it more complicated for a Washington student 
to complete. Francis said they have had a lot of discussions about why it is that Washington ranks so low in FAFSA 
completion, and there is no easy answer. He said the Washington Student Achievement Council (WSAC) and other 
groups have tried to dig into that question. Francis said we don’t know the reason, but we need to address it at the local 
level rather than at a state level. Connors asked if there are specific states that are usually in the top five and if there is 
anything notable that they are doing to cultivate a college-going culture. Francis said that Tennessee, Mississippi, and 
Arizona are all states that rank higher, but there does not seem to be a specific reason as to why. Francis said he could 
send the rankings if people would like to see them. Julie Sandler said there are many Washington Round Table 
discussions about what Washington state is not doing well and what is being done in states that have actually climbed up 
the rankings most aggressively. She said the takeaway they all have is that it cannot be done at the state level. She said 
there have to be a lot of local stakeholders working in unison.  
 
Francis said he has had conversations with the head of DSHS, along with Mike Meotti from WSAC, about auto-enrollment 
for FAFSA for those who qualify for various state or federal programs. He said that Senator Drew Hanson has been 
pushing for this legislatively, but it got caught up in bureaucratic red tape. Francis said he believes that until we auto-
qualify people, we will continue to have this problem. Brad Smith said that would just get them through the financial aid 
process. He asked if Francis believes that is sufficient to change the absence of a college-going culture. Brad Smith said 
that it feels like a broader issue than just the ease of applying for financial aid. Francis agreed and said that it solves how 
to get some money for college but not why someone needs to go to college.  
 
Patrick Smith asked if there is good county-level data on this. He asked if there is a divide along the Cascade Mountains 
as to the opinion about attending college. Francis said that there are many immigrants and refugees in the greater Seattle 
area who struggle with the FAFSA or do not trust the government. He said it is a broad, statewide issue, and that is why 
we historically rank 48th or 49th. He said his colleagues at WSAC can get granulated data for the Board if desired. 
 
Francis talked about some opportunities we have in Washington. He said we have a recognized innovative Community 
and Technical College sector. Francis said we were one of the first states in the country to offer four-year degrees on our 
campuses. He said we are leading the way in free and low-cost textbooks for students. Washington is a net importer of 
college graduates, which is an enrollment opportunity. Francis said we have good collaboration with business, labor, non-
profit, and four-year university partners that are essential for getting things done in our state. He said we have a dedicated 
revenue source through the critically important Workforce Education Investment Account (WEIA). We have the best state 
student financial aid program in the country.  
 
Francis said that enrollment started to drop ten years ago in both headcount and FTE. He said we did see a small 
increase last year, but we have a long way to go to meet the 70% goal. He said we have seen an enrollment decline in the 
transfer area, and the professional and technical enrollment dropped because of the pandemic. Francis reviewed 
headcount by race and said the numbers held firm over the last ten years but added that the numbers should be going up 
because those are the fastest-growing populations in our state. He said that college enrollment has declined at almost the 
same rate for men and women. He added that there is a notable decline for those under the age of twenty, and that group 
makes up a lot of the transfer population. He said that this impacts four-year colleges because 40% of their graduates are 
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from a community or technical college. Francis said there are fewer part-time students, and they attribute that to older 
working adults not enrolling. He said the number of students receiving need-based aid has jumped recently and believes it 
is because more people have financial needs. He said a success is the dual credit programs like Running Start. Francis 
said that in 2021, they are authorized to offer a BS in computer science due to the support of Amazon, Microsoft, and 
others. There are over 150 baccalaureate programs at all thirty-four colleges. The apprenticeship programs have had a 
little bit of growth, and SBCTC is doing a lot of work to figure out how to grow these programs statewide. Francis said that 
they are focused on guided pathways for improving first-fall to second-fall retention because it doesn’t do any good to get 
people in the door if they do not get any credentials.  
 
Francis said the state board is focused on the 1.12M Washingtonians who have some college and no degree. He said this 
issue is very layered, and we need to look at the root issue as to why they left. Francis said they are reviewing their prior 
learning assessment policies of college credit for military or professional experience, and to standardize and expand the 
policies. He said they are trying to build more micro-credential and micro-pathway opportunities that may ladder up into a 
certificate, associate degree, bachelor’s degree, and beyond. Francis said they are looking at tailored student support like 
advising, counseling, mentoring, and tutoring. He said that Western Governors University’s enrollment has been booming 
in the last decade, and there are things we can learn from them about competency-based education. He said other 
opportunities they are looking at are increased outreach to K-12 students because many have never been to a college 
campus and don’t know the resources available. Francis said there is an unbelievable increase in students who are 
suffering from food insecurity, housing insecurity, and mental health issues, which were all worsened by the pandemic.  
 
Adams asked if this is a public presentation. Francis said it is open and it can be shared.  
 
Brad Smith asked if the shortfall in enrollment in community and technical colleges is the single, biggest problem that 
needs to be solved. He added that if so, this is not fully reflected in the strategic priorities and mission statement for 
SBCTC. Francis said he would be happy to dialogue about this more. Brad Smith said this is a conversation we need to 
have because AI is going to transform workforce needs and opportunities between now and every year after, and this was 
not mentioned in the presentation. He said this makes involvement in these kinds of programs more essential than ever if 
this state is going to be a place where the people who live here are able to prosper. Brad Smith added that, in some ways, 
the economy is globally driven from this corner of the world, and it is going to create more meaning for people to go to 
community and technical colleges and get more credentials in new ways. He added that we live in a place where we are 
almost last in the country for people to perceive how important this is.  
 
2023-24 Academic Year Programs  
Johnathan Luster, Programs Director, shared that Maximum Millett, a previous meeting’s Mission Moment Scholar, 
received his credentials and is working as an engineering services fuel technician. Luster stated that Millett volunteered as 
a mentor for Skills that Shine. Luster said that participation and engagement were low last academic year, but impact was 
high. He said we exceeded every metric target we had about the impact of our program. He said that the biggest 
opportunity for growth is the Career and Technical Scholar Lead program, which had a goal of 75% participation but only 
39% engaged last year. Despite lower than targeted participation, he said that 86% of those involved said their Lead 
helped them. Graduate (GRD) programming exceeded engagement, and 87% of those engaged said programming 
helped them feel more prepared to be a nurse practitioner. Luster said they have evaluated the tasks that are expected of 
the Scholar Leads and made them more relevant and timelier in ways that will help scholars even more. He said we 
changed our philosophy and now have some non-negotiable tasks like making a welcome call to their Scholars. Luster 
said we believe this will help Scholars engage with their Lead. 
 
Jane Park asked if the source of low engagement is that there is a disparity between Scholar Leads. Luster said this is not 
a core issue, but it is part of the problem. He said that WSOS staff have a close relationship with all the Scholar Leads, 
which gives us a sense of how things are going. Luster added that we do not know things from the Scholars’ perspectives, 
but with some of the changes, we will have a better sense of what is really happening.  
 
Luster said that we have goals of closing opportunity gaps based on race, where Scholars live, and income. He said the 
BaS program was just under the goals of what we wanted to see, and the CTS and GRD programs have a lot of 
improvement needed. Luster said this will be addressed through more Scholar outreach, segmented emails, and calling 
them more often. He said we want to be better in touch with students who are furthest from opportunity. Luster said we 
want 60% of eligible practicum sites to receive the stipend, which is up from 50% last year. Luster said that based on data 
of the importance of early intervention in someone’s two-year journey, we will only have new Scholars eligible to 
participate in Skills that Shine. He said we have changed our customer service response strategy to get back to Scholars 
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sooner when we hear of a problem. Luster said we are going to call every BaS-eligible Scholar and have a fellow student 
share the benefits of doing the program. He said that this year, we are only going to do one cycle of CTS. We are 
reducing from two cycles to one in the spring cycle, which was more popular.  
 
Gina Breukelman said that in the past, there has been an imbalance of mentors and students. Luster said that this year, 
we are trending towards having an even number of mentors and mentees. He said we do not want to have people raise 
their hands to participate and not have a match so we have been working to align our recruitment with need. 
 
Luster said that we are trying two new programs this year. He said we talked to every career center at every college in the 
state and had student focus groups to find out what they are not getting on their campus. Luster said we learned that 
there is a gap in students knowing where to look for industry-specific jobs other than using general search engines. That 
is one thing we will address, and the other is how to negotiate salary. We will offer workshops with experts to address 
these topics, and we are also trying a new job board. We are piloting this with CTS, and if it goes well, we will expand it to 
BaS and GRD.  
 
Rubens asked why only 50% of practicum sites are accessing the stipend. Luster said that our students’ practicum is at 
really small clinics and some at large hospitals like Harborview. He said the larger clinics and hospitals are less interested 
in receiving the stipend. Rubens asked if we have tried other things to raise the percentage of sites accessing the stipend. 
Luster said that we have seen a challenge of finding the person in a large place who signs the paperwork so we can give 
them the money we want to give them. He said we have made traction there. Luster said that we can investigate the dollar 
amount and if it is even necessary for these larger sites. 
 
2024 Legislative Priorities 
Jessica Monger, External Affairs Director, said that because of our statutory direction, we make sure we are connecting 
high school students to post-secondary credentials. So, while Francis’ data was focused on ages 25 – 44, we are focused 
on 70% of students receiving credential attainment by age 26. Monger said that the state is really far off from its goals, 
and Covid made it worse. She said that only 40% of the class of 2021 have enrolled in any type of post-secondary 
education in the fall after graduation. Monger said that it is less than 1/3 for Black, Latinx, and Indigenous students, which 
is of grave concern when you consider how hard it is to get a student re-engaged when they’ve become disengaged after 
high school. Monger said that high school graduation rates are up, but their post-secondary enrollment is down. She said 
we know that 70% of jobs require some sort of post-secondary training or education, and for many of them, it is some type 
of STEM training. Monger said we also see the wage gap growing and that it is exacerbated by the fact that the sectors 
paying the highest wages are software, aerospace, hospitals, and construction, but you see a big gap in who has access 
to those careers. Monger said that there was a recent report that said something like the top 10% of households in 
Washington are earning twelve times what the lowest 10% of households are earning. She said it is really troubling if you 
look at who is not accessing those careers, which is mainly women and people of color. Monger said the majority of those 
we support at WSOS are students of color, low-income, and women, but it can only help if we get to them. 
 
Monger said that state revenue is up, and since the budget passed in April, it’s up $1.6B for the four-year forecast. She 
said we see the economy continuing to grow, but we are worried about who we are leaving behind. Monger said that she 
and her colleague have traveled well over 3,000 miles around Washington promoting WSOS for the past nine months. 
She said that we hear optimism from students and that one study shows 90% of Washington students want a college 
degree. But when you survey school staff, less than half believe that students are aspiring for post-secondary credentials. 
Monger said this is alarming because students need access to information, and if less than half of the school staff believe 
the students are on the path there, we worry about how students figure out the path to college. Monger said this is why we 
have to be in the communities around our state sharing about financial aid, career-connected learning, and other 
opportunities earlier in student's academic process. Monger said that thanks to the grant from Boeing, we have been able 
to be a tool to combat the concerns that high school students have about post-secondary education. She said that thanks 
to Sandler’s connections with the Washington School Counselors Association (WSAC), we have developed new 
partnerships. 
 
Monger said we have a lot of changes in key positions in Olympia for the upcoming session. She said that we do not have 
a bill, so there is no reason to make any asks. Monger said this means we have to make authentic connections to 
legislators outside of the session and make sure their constituents are hearing about WSOS so we can build new 
champions. She said that since WSOS was created, there are a lot of other grants and opportunities that our partners are 
chasing, and this makes us compete for their time. Monger said we need clear messaging about community needs and 
workforce challenges, and corporate folks in every community know about WSOS so that legislators hear about us in 
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different ways and read about us in the media. Monger said this is one of the reasons we will have more events in eastern 
Washington. She said we need to build the brand using a community-focused approach and connect with key folks across 
the state. She said there is an opportunity with government partnerships and meetings with tribes to use WSOS for local 
workforce development. Monger said our big goal is government partnerships and relationships outside of the Puget 
Sound region. We need the Board’s help with introductions and new relationships to position WSOS as a thought leader. 
Monger said we want folks to know that we are doing innovative work to help solve our enrollment crisis. 
 
Adams asked what pathway is being used for the tribal opportunity. Monger said that a few years ago in the Legislature, 
they amended our statute. The amendment said that a city, county, or tribal government can invest in WSOS and receive 
the state match with reserved seats specific to their program needs. She said it even gives them some authority, within 
the Board’s selection criteria, to further narrow a program to support specific workforce needs. Adams asked if she had 
talked to Leonard Forsman about the tribal opportunity. Monger said she met with him right before COVID. Adams said 
Forsman is the chairman of the Squamish tribe, on the Board of Regents at the University of Washington, the President of 
the Affiliated Tribes of the Northwest, and on the Board of the Tribal Leaders Congress on Education. Adams suggested 
setting up another meeting because he is really involved with education. Connors agreed that it was time to reach out to 
him again.  
 
Sandler thanked Monger for her presentation and said there are themes that keep coming up about how poor Washington 
is doing about reaching students with messaging about the FAFSA and the Washington College Grant. She said that all of 
these data points are so hard to get out in front of students. Sandler applauds the focus on physical presence at schools 
and said she is happy to join in person as we approach this initiative and believes other Board members would be willing 
to join, too, because this piece is vital.  
 
Brad Smith asked if we should be considering a more combined campaign that brings together everybody who has this 
interest in enrollment and offering scholarships. He said we are not competing against other scholarship programs. 
Monger said there is an opportunity to get more thought leaders together. She said the message is disjointed, and we 
need a unified message about this pathway and all the opportunities that can get a student there. Brad Smith asked if we 
make more headway with the Legislature if we have an ask. He said maybe we take this concept and mold it into an ask 
so that Monger has something to bring to legislators.  
 
Adams suggested we ask them to support an event in their district that we could organize and manage. Brad Smith said 
this would be good, and we need to give thought to how we pull together all the similar state programs. He said that we 
could ask them to appropriate some of the $1.6B towards something like this. Monger said this is something we should 
discuss. Breukelman said we could include PFL, WA STEM, and others. She added that teachers, school counselors, 
parents, and students are getting emails from all the different organizations, and a unified message would be helpful for 
them. Adams said we could convene a meeting of the different groups in key legislators’ districts and ask that the 
legislator make an appearance.  
 
Finance and Program Administrative Update 
Patrick Smith said the F&I Committee materials from September 6 are behind Tab F of the pre-read. Patrick Smith 
reviewed the Balance Sheet slide and said that as of June 30, we have total assets of $123.2M, which is a 1% decrease 
from the previous quarter due in large part to a scholarship disbursement of $6.7M. He said this was offset by investment 
gains of about $4.6M. Patrick Smith said we had some private cash receipts during the quarter that boosted assets. There 
were net refunds of scholarships of about $800K across all the programs. He said total liabilities as of the end of the 
quarter are $37.4M, a decrease of 6% from the prior quarter. Patrick Smith said we have total net assets of about $85.9M, 
which is a slight increase from the prior quarter end of about 2%.  
 
Patrick Smith reviewed the income statement and said private revenues for the six months ending June 30 total $1.1M. 
He said this is under budget by about $500K, which is due mainly to staffing shortages. Patrick Smith said personnel 
expenses are slightly over budget. He said that professional fees are under budget due to grant writing fees. Patrick Smith 
said there may be some expense coding issues that 501 Commons is working on with WSOS.  
 
Patrick Smith said that the BaS and CTS investment funds with the state returned 1.8% and 1.9%, respectively, for the 
quarter and 6.1% and 6.2%, respectively, for the past twelve months. The endowment funds returned 4.8% for Q2 and 
13.5% for the trailing twelve months.  
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Patrick Smith said that there is a redline copy of the Finance and Investment (F &I) Committee charter that has to be 
reviewed and approved every three years. There are minor changes like removing WA STEMfrom the language, instead 
inserting the general language about a qualified nonprofit, changing the wording from COO to ED, and adding 
finance/controller of the program administrator. The F&I Committee voted to recommend this updated version and would 
entertain a motion from the Board to approve the changes to the charter.  
 
Patrick Smith said the committee also discussed how to stabilize the 501 Commons relationship, but that is an ongoing 
conversation. He said the committee also discussed possible changes to our treasury and cash management function. 
Patrick Smith said that the issue arose in the immediate aftermath of the bank failures that occurred in March but given 
the possible changes in our program administrator over the coming months, he suggested we table any further action until 
things are more settled with our program administration unless the Board feels strongly otherwise.  
 
Board Action: Adams made a motion to approve the updated Finance and Investment Committee charter. Cecchettini 
seconded the motion, and it carried unanimously. 
 
Polenska expressed gratitude to Aileen Miller for her support while Connors was on maternity leave. Connors expressed 
gratitude to the WSOS team for all of the work done in her absence.  
 
Brad Smith asked if there were any questions, and there were none.  
 
Executive Session 
The meeting went into Executive Session at 2:50 p.m. to evaluate the performance of a public employee.  
The open meeting reconvened at 2:59 p.m. 
 
 The meeting adjourned at 3:00 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Dena Parmer 
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ED CORNER:
The usual updates



THEORY OF CHANGE | Scholarships + Continuum of Support Services

Earn a post-
secondary credential 

in a high-demand 
STEM, health care or 

trade field

Gain employment 
in field of study in 
WA state within 
nine months of 

graduation

INTENDED 
IMPACT #1

INTENDED 
IMPACT #2



STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

Design scalable, statewide programs.  

Build the brand. 

Fund to 2030. 

Be a preferred workplace. 



Ensuring scalable, 
statewide scholarship 
accessibility and 
financial aid impact

AWARDS

Ensuring scalable, 
statewide support 
services

PROGRAMS

Build awareness of the 
WSOS brand 

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

Fund to 2030 and 
beyond 

DEVELOPMENT

Be a preferred 
workplace 

OPERATIONS

80% of applicants are eligible 65%, 45%, 95% graduate in 
eligible program for BaS, CTS, 
GRD

At least 33 earned media 
pieces per year

$75M raised January 1, 2021, 
through December 31, 2025, 
with 30-35 $25K to $1M gifts 
secured in CY25

Volunteer separation rate 
below 15%; average staff 
tenure of 36 months

90% of Scholars complete 
renewal

Opportunity gaps are less 
than 10%, 5% by income, race

23 speaking engagements for 
WSOS leadership per year

25% of donors loyal (5+ years) 
by end of CY25 with 50% 
donor retention rate CY24 to 
CY25

90% of staff agree: “I believe 
the work I do advances our 
mission”

90% work fewer hours 
because of WSOS

95%, 85% of graduates 
employed full-time within 9 
months in any field, in high-
demand field

Social media audience size of 
4,800 (FB), 2,200 (Twitter), 
2,900 (LI) and 2,700 (IG)

425 new donors acquired in 
CY25 with 100 total from WA 
outside of Puget Sound

90% of staff agree: “I would 
recommend WSOS as a great 
place to work”

90% attend full-time because 
of WSOS

95% of employed in-high 
demand graduates work in 
WA

Applicant targets: At least 15% (by #) of donors 
in CY25 from health care, 
(S)TEM

90% of staff agree: “I would 
recommend my supervisor to 
future employees”

Org Strategic Priorities: AY2025-26 metrics



Org Strategic Priorities: AY2023-24 metrics



Ensuring scalable, 
statewide scholarship 
accessibility and 
financial aid impact

AWARDS

Ensuring scalable, 
statewide support 
services

PROGRAMS

Build awareness of the 
WSOS brand

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

Fund to 2030 and 
beyond

DEVELOPMENT

Be a preferred workplace

OPERATIONS/DATA & 
SYSTEMS

Improving eligibility of applicants:
• Bringing back the “transcript 

second chance” to improve 
eligibility

• Tracking the impact of FAFSA 
changes on applications

Improving persistence:
• 62% of BaS mentees have 

engaged with Lead (tracking to 
85% goal)

• 48% of new CTS recipients have 
opted in to Lead programming

Media coverage/speaking 
engagements:
• Guest speaker at WFPA
• Plan for an active “road show” in 

the new year

Campaign revenue:
• $3.9M of $8M raised year to date
• Aim to close an additional $1.3M 

and $750K by year-end (final 
stages)

• Assoc director hired!
• Annual fund ongoing (~$35k)

Staffing:
• Headcount: 28
• Open: 3 positions (2 backfilling 

from internal promotions) plus 
finance role (WSOSF)

• New hires last Q: 2 FTE

Successfully completing processes 
(increase, renewal):
• Targeted BaS increase campaign
• Developing "Awards Corner" in 

partnership w/Programs to 
educate Leads on programmatic 
milestones

Closing opportunity gaps:
• Mid-year assessment happening 

now (more data to come next 
quarter)

• Early indicators on progress 
include engagement with Leads

Social/owned media growth:
• Deprioritizing Twitter (X) usage 

as audience isn’t very active
• Launched a new website last Q –

conversion rate (clicks, 
downloads, signups, donations) 
are up

Donor loyalty:
• OpportunityTalks led to strong 

retention CY22-23 of 47% (goal 
was 37%)

• Luncheon for 2023; Costco 
renewed as title sponsor at $100k

Culture enhancements:
• Focusing on culture of 

celebration and appreciation 
(EOY celebration, “everyday 
actions” of direct supervisors)

Attend school full-time and work 
less:
• Monitoring changes to federal aid 

program to project potential 
impact

• Assessing if goal is right for CTS

Improving career outcomes:
• Exceeded our mentor-mentee 

matching goals for the year
• In person tours and workshops 

have reached 140 Scholars
• 100% of GRD graduates are 

working in MUAs in WA!

Scholarship promotion:
• Highest number of applicants 

ever for CTS winter!
• Many thousands of miles traveled

Donor acquisition:
• Hosted four campaign events 

with ~100 new-to-WSOS 
constituents in CY23

• Behind on securing donors 
outside of the Puget Sound; 
leaning into hosting smaller 
events in CY24

Data & Systems:
• Legislative report completed on 

time!
• Building systems to reduce 

human error and improve 
tracking for eligibility, selection, 
legislative work

Today’s Snapshot



Key wins of the quarter

• Secured largest health care investment to date ($1.3M)
• Greatest number of applicants ever for CTS winter cycle
• Programs targets are showing strong engagement with Leads
• Nearly $150M disbursed all-time!



PLEASE WELCOME IHSSANE!

IHSSANE MOUNIR
Boeing
SVP, Global Supply Chain





Challenges of the moment

• Building out the WSOS Foundation (WSOSF) while continuing 
forward on the daily work

• Continued challenges / delays specifically with finance tasks
• Hiring environment
• Identified error in awarding RJI students



Rural Jobs Program

• What happened:
• Discovered 8 enrolled Scholars selected for RJI Fall 2023 who do not meet 

statutory eligibility requirements
• Due to a formula error in the selection workbook

• What we propose:
• Release funds from CTS to cover already-incurred expenses ($16k)
• Allow use of CTS funds through completion for these 8 recipients ($22.5k)

• How we’ll prevent it in the future:
• Moving selection into our student database
• Stronger QA



REQUESTED BOARD ACTION

 Vote to allow up to $60k in CTS funds to cover these 8 
erroneously selected RJI recipients.



ED CORNER:
The WSOS Foundation



THREE-PARTY AGREEMENT

13

WSOSP

WSOSFWSAC

• Represent the strategic 
intent & strategy of the 

program

• Act as program 
administrator providing 
operational backbone

• Represent the state and 
oversee the state matching 

process



WSOSP vs. WSOSF ACCOUNTABILITIES
W

SO
SP • Program Design 

& Strategy
• Selecting & 

Awarding 
Scholars

• Govt Relations & 
External Affairs

• Fundraising
W

SO
SF • Human 

Resources & 
Talent 
Development

• Data & Systems, 
including IT

• Finances
• Other ops



WSOSP vs. WSOSF GOVERNANCE

Executive 
Director, 
WSOSP

WSOSP
Board

Executive 
Director, 
WSOSF

WSOSF
Board

WSOSF Board:

Jess Peet (President)
Jolenta Coleman-Bush (Secretary)
Gina Breukelman



WSOSP & WSOSF RELATIONSHIP

Executive Director, 
WSOSP

Managing Director 
of Advancement

Managing Director 
of Impact

Executive Director, 
WSOSF

Data & Systems 
Director Finance Director HR 

Manager/Director



Executive Director

Data & Systems 
Director

Student Database 
Manager

CRM Database 
Manager

Contracted IT 
services

Finance Director

Staff Accountant

HR 
Director/Manager

Contracted HR 
legal services

Position moved from WSOSP to WSOSF
Contracted services, not FTE

Note partial FTE / full-time lever may result in 
shifting titles or combinations

WSOSF PERSONNEL



TIMELINE

January
•Services 

agreement 
signed

•Research
•Initiate search for 

WSOSP ED

March
•Search process for 

WSOSP ED in swing
•Finance lead hired
•WSOSP Board votes 

to move to WSOSF

April – June
•HRIS, finance systems 

built
•Vendors secured
•Hiring!

July
•Critical staff start; roles 

transition from WSOSP 
to WSOSF

•Insurance starts
•New WSOSP ED begins

September 1
•Program administration 

begins



REQUESTED BOARD ACTION

 Vote to approve services contract with WSOSF up to eight 
months, adopt the executive director delegated authority 
resolution, and initiate a search for the next executive 
director of the WSOS program.



 
B O AR D  R ES OL U T I ON :  
DELEGATING AUTHORITY TO WSOS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Proposed to the Washington State Opportunity Scholarship Board of Directors  
December 7, 2023 

Background. The WSOS Board (WSOSB) has certain statutorily required duties but may 
delegate such duties to the staff of the program as it sees fit. To clarify the roles and 
responsibilities that the WSOSB retains versus those it has delegated authority to the WSOS 
executive director, we propose the adoption of this specific resolution. 

Proposed resolution. 

WHEREAS, the Washington State Opportunity Scholarship Board of Directors (WSOSB) by 
virtue of RCW 28B.145.020 has authority to delegate the powers and duties vested in or 
imposed upon the WSOSB by law; 

WHEREAS, WSOSB finds it necessary, desirable, and expedient to the timely and efficient 
operation of WSOS to delegate authority to the executive director of WSOS to act for the 
WSOSB in matters pertaining to administration, the general business and financial affairs, 
organization, and management of WSOS; 

NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved: That the WSOSB hereby delegates to the executive 
director of WSOS the authority to exercise in the name of the WSOSB all of the powers and 
duties required for the effective management and administration of the WSOS program, and 
implementation of the WSOSB's obligations, except such powers and duties expressly reserved 
by the WSOSB. The executive director may designate other WSOS program employees and/or 
contractors to exercise specific powers and duties delegated to the executive director. The 
WSOSB expressly reserves unto itself the following authority: 

1. The establishment of major policy and long-term strategic direction that guides the 
WSOS program's work, including, but not limited to the review and approval of the 
strategic plan, fundraising campaigns, annual budget as proposed by the executive 
director, and WSOSB-level policies. 

2. To generate bylaws, policies and procedures governing WSOSB and Finance & 
Investment Committee engagement and meetings. 

3. To employ the executive director and set the rate of compensation, evaluation process, 
and terms and conditions of employment. 

4. Approval of selection criteria for scholarship recipients and criteria for eligible programs 
of study. 

5. Approval of programmatic design principles, including, but not limited to scholarship 
award amount and support services. 

6. The program administrator oversight processes as it pertains to reviewing and signing 
new program administrator contracts as well as exercising renewal or exits from existing 
program administrator contracts. 

7. To authorize lawsuits, recommend legal defense, and approve legal settlements in 
excess of $50,000. 
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PR OGR AM  U PD AT E |  D EC EM B ER  20 2 3  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the October 2023 Washington State Opportunity Scholarship (WSOS) Board meeting, the 
academic year has gotten into full swing. Scholars are just wrapping up the first term of the year, and 
we’re starting to collect preliminary outcome data. We’re also focusing in earnest on the WSOS 
Foundation planning. 
 
AWARDS ADMINISTRATION  
The Awards team is preparing to launch the 13th annual Baccalaureate Scholarship (BaS) application, 
which will open January 10 through February 29. In the past, the team would engage the Board in 
reviewing and aligning on BaS selection principles. Since the Board approved an evergreen selection 
model in 2022, the Awards team will continue to select BaS Scholars who meet the following criteria: 

• Heading into high-demand careers across Washington state 
• Likely to graduate with a degree in STEM or health care 
• More likely to complete their degree or program if they receive a scholarship 

 
In addition, the team has closed the Career & Technical Scholarship (CTS) Cohort 5 winter application 
with 717 completed applications, the highest number of applications received during this cycle. This is 
due to the phenomenal work of the promotions team and other staff who have volunteered to support 
promotional efforts. A summary of the winter CTS and RJI recipients is available in these Board materials, 
Tab C. 
 
The team has also been tracking upcoming changes occurring in financial aid and its impact on WSOS. 
The top three changes the team is closely monitoring include the Free Application for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA) and Washington Application for State Financial Aid (WASFA) new application open date 
(opening two months later than normal), questions and submission process changes, and the new 
calculation used to determine financial need. Many of these changes support streamlining and simplifying 
the financial aid forms but may also disrupt access to aid without additional support from educational 
institutions, college access organizations, and support organizations like WSOS. The team has 
participated in state and federal trainings and updated timelines and processes anticipating the financial 
aid changes. We will continue to monitor for impact on awarding WSOS funds. 
 

Scholarship Highlights 
  BaS CTS/RJI* GRD** Total 
Total Actual Disbursed 
(2012 – Present) 

$131,038,133 $17,138,290 $634,353 $148,810,776 

Scholars Enrolled 2023-24 3,195 1,319 39 4,553 
*Rural Jobs Initiative (RJI) 
**Graduate Scholarship (GRD) 
 
SCHOLAR PROGRAMS 
BACCALAUREATE SUPPORT SERVICES   
Since the beginning of the academic year, 62% of first- and second-year Scholars have engaged with 
their Scholar Lead; our goal is for at least 85% of Scholars to utilize their Lead by the end of the academic 
year. We are reaching out to Scholars who haven’t engaged with their Lead yet to make sure they 
understand the program’s many benefits. One Lead at Gonzaga University had this to say recently to 
illustrate the program’s impact: “One of my Scholars who attends the same school as me reached out to 
me because she wanted to get more involved at our school. We have been communicating back and forth 
on what involved looks like for her, and I have been gathering resources and ideas for her to use to get 
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more involved. I felt like this was a success that a Scholar felt comfortable enough to reach out and ask 
for help. I felt honored that she trusted and confided in me, and I am enthusiastic about helping her.” 
 
The Skills that Shine program had a strong start! Our goal was for 300 third-year Scholars to match with a 
mentor, and we currently have 319 mentee-mentor pairs. Thank you for activating your networks to help 
us recruit enough mentors to support this many Scholars. Other career development programming this fall 
has included four Industry Insider events, such as in-person tours at Bristol Meyers Squibb and Benaroya 
Research Institute, and our first college-to-career workshop. These programs have supported 140 
Scholars. 
 
CAREER AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES   
So far, 48% of new Scholars have opted into the Scholar Lead program; our goal is for at least 55% of 
new Scholars (including winter and spring selects) to opt in by the end of the academic year. We have 
upgraded the technology Leads use to track their work and made their assigned tasks clearer. As a 
result, 90% of Leads have completed their tasks to date, compared to 81% this time last year. This 
increased consistently will help to ensure that Scholars are having similar experiences across all Leads. 
 
We launched a new job board for Career and Technical Scholars. Over 200 Scholars have utilized this 
resource so far, which puts us on track to meet our goal of reaching at least 250 Scholars by the end of 
the academic year. Our most popular postings have been in data science, IT and healthcare. Should this 
pilot year continue to go well, we will consider expanding the job board to other Scholar populations. 
 
We’ve been hearing great feedback from our alumni. One graduate said: “Thank you for the opportunity 
to grow not just in my profession, but as a person as well.” Another alum said: “Thank you for the support. 
I never thought I would have a degree as a single mom.”  
 
GRADUATE SCHOLAR SUPPORT SERVICES   
With 20 new Scholars in Cohort 3, we have the most currently enrolled students to date – a total of 39 
Scholars. This fall, 12 Scholars attended a presentation by WSU Professor Emeritus and Practicing 
ARNP, Dr. Louise Kaplan, on transitioning to practice as a Nurse Practitioner. Dr. Kaplan covered 
licensure, job searches, association memberships and salary negotiations. Several Scholars watched a 
recording of the event and reported appreciation of the tailored content. 
 
At the October Board meeting, we discussed consistent challenges we have faced related to sending 
preceptor stipends to large clinics and hospitals. Good news: we have successfully collaborated with the 
University of Washington advancement team on a stipend payment based on a Scholar’s practicum at 
Harborview Medical Center. We now have a pathway to send more stipends on behalf of the many UW 
clinics and hospitals hosting our Scholars. In other good news, among our seven graduates to date, 
100% are working in Washington state medically underserved areas. This is a strong start in meeting the 
intent of the Graduate Scholarship! 
 
DEVELOPMENT UPDATE 
REVENUE TARGETS 
As of October 2023, we have raised $48,453,975 of our $75M campaign goal. We aim to secure the full 
$75M by the end of 2025. For calendar year 2023, we targeted raising $8M in revenue; as of November 
15, we have secured $3,936,258. While revenue is behind target for the year, we have ramped up our 
campaign fundraising efforts, through in-person solicitation meetings and pursuing new opportunities. We 
hope to close two major gifts by year-end.  We have been selected to receive a 3-year, $1.3M gift from a 
new health care partner which will represent our largest investment to date from a health care industry 
partner. We are also working to renew a high six-figure gift with a key donor. We believe we’ll end the 
year around $6M in revenue. 
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DONOR RETENTION AND ACQUISITION 
In addition to raising revenue, the goal of the campaign is to ensure stronger donor retention and to 
broaden our scope of supporters. Key metrics we’re tracking on these measures are below: 
 

 YTD (as of 11/15/23) 2023 CY Goal 
Donor retention 2022 to 2023 47% 37% 
Increase donor base 173 350 
Donors from 
underrepresented industries 

41.7% 57% 

Donors outside of Puget 
Sound 

8 44 

 
 
CAMPAIGN MILESTONES 
Costco renewed their gift of $100,000 as our returning title sponsor for OpportunityTalks. Please mark 
your calendars to join us on May 10, 2024! As a reminder, we’ll be shifting to a luncheon to promote 
stronger attendance. 
 
We met our goal of hosting four campaign events this calendar year. Most recently, Julie Sandler hosted 
an engaging Hot Topic Dinner on November 14 with 14 guests including investors, tech innovators, early 
education and mental health leaders in attendance. These events aim to engage new supporters and 
build a pipeline of prospects for the for the campaign.  Overall, we engaged ~100 new supporters through 
these events.  
 
Finally, we completed a suite of branded collateral to support our solicitation efforts and to prepare for the 
public launch of the campaign. This includes a pledge form, website, case for support, MOU, folder, and 
thank you cards.  
 
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS UPDATE 
This fall, we executed our promotion strategy and continued to build statewide relationships and name 
recognition for our programs. We continue to see strong results from our approach. Last month’s winter 
CTS application cycle returned another record-breaking applicant total. In January, we will promote two 
simultaneous BaS and CTS spring applications.   
  
Policy meetings and preparation for the 2024 legislative session are also underway. The Legislative 
Report will be published and sent to all members and key fiscal and policy staff on December 1. We are 
meeting with specific members and engaging with stakeholders in the higher education community to 
understand emerging priorities for the sector, but we do not intend to run a bill this year. 
  
One issue we are closely following is the rise in regional “Promise” programs which typically guarantee 
tuition for specific populations of students. We want to see more students get access to financial aid and 
advocate for the best use of limited financial aid resources. The state’s Washington College Grant, which 
guarantees assistance for income-eligible students, is underutilized. We also know that aid beyond tuition 
is vital, particularly for our state’s lowest-income, first-generation, and students of color. We are working 
with stakeholders to consider using WSOS and our government matching opportunity to provide funding 
beyond tuition to students who face the highest barriers. 
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DIGITAL MARKETING AND MEDIA COVERAGE 
JULY 2023 – SEPTEMBER 2023 
 

Org Outcomes Beginning of 
academic year 
(July 2023) 

As of now 
(September, 
2023) 

End of 
academic year 
goal (June 
2024) 

Progress 
towards goal 

Earned media 2 30 30 earned 
media pieces 

6.67% of goal 

ED/Directors appearances in 
articles/panels/speaking 

1 (0  for ED) 
(1 leadership) 

15 for ED and 
7 for other 
leadership 

0% for ED 
and 14% for 
leadership 

Facebook audience growth 4,400 4,438 
 

4,583 24% of goal 

Twitter (X) audience growth 1,972 1,973  1,997 4% of goal 
LinkedIn audience growth 2,058 2,160 2,700 19% of goal 
Instagram audience growth 1,172 1,187 1,240 42% of goal 
TOTAL social media growth 9,602 9,749 10,520 20% of goal 

 
  
Top Performing Posts  
 
Facebook: CTS Acceptance Letters 

 
 
LinkedIn: Hiring 

 
 
 
  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=800686011537041
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:share:7098333071380279296/
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Instagram: CTS Acceptance Letters  

 
  
Twitter: CTS application 
 
 

               
                                    
 

OPERATIONS UPDATE 
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR  
We are working toward a services agreement with the WSOS Foundation to support a smooth program 
administrator transition on September 1, 2024. In August, we launched a search for a Controller to shore 
up our financial support during our remaining time partnered with 501 Commons. That search has been a 
challenge with a top candidate declining the offer after receiving a competing offer from their current 
employer. We plan to continue the search early in 2024. 
 
DATA AND SYSTEMS 
We are currently enhancing the BaS application in our Scholar database to elevate the overall applicant 
experience, ensuring their success in completing applications accurately and promptly. While this remains 

https://www.instagram.com/p/Cvc-gX-tqpz/?img_index=1
https://twitter.com/OppScholarship/status/1704557346469380593
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an ongoing project, our current focal point revolves around enhancing clarity. Recognizing that the 
application status screen has been overly busy and text-heavy, we are streamlining it and incorporating 
color and graphics. This redesign aims to assist applicants in comprehending their progress and 
completion status more intuitively. To further enhance user experience, we've introduced a more user-
friendly URL, optimizing the application for full-screen display. This is particularly beneficial for the 30% of 
applicants who utilize mobile devices for the application process, as highlighted by the recent completion 
statistics for Winter CTS applications. 
 
Simultaneously, we have implemented updates to our Donor CRM, enhancing our ability to plan and track 
promotion activities. In a parallel effort, we are actively engaged in refining our methods for tracking and 
managing Legislative work. Our backend efforts involve creating an improved data structure to align our 
donor and Scholar databases more effectively. It's crucial to emphasize that these enhancements in our 
data systems directly contribute to the quality of the data extracted from these systems. This fall, we 
successfully conducted our annual CTS and BaS Alumni Surveys, and in collaboration with External 
Affairs, we conducted data analysis for the 2023 Legislative Report. 
 
STAFFING UPDATE  
Patrick Kang (he/him) joined the Data & Systems team at WSOS as Database Administrator on October 
16. Patrick joined WSOS for the second time! He previously worked on the Programs team as a Scholar 
Success Advisor in 2018-19. Patrick has spent his professional career working on educational justice. 
While his work has been multimodal, spanning primary school arts education to college success, it has 
always centered community-based liberatory practices and appropriate data systems. He is excited to 
support WSOS develop, maintain, and manage its Scholar database. 
 
Kelly Stellrecht (she/her) joined the Development team as the Associate Director of Corporate and 
Foundation Giving. Kelly has 15 years of experience in nonprofits, most recently at the Helen Diller 
Family Foundation and Landesa, an international NGO dedicated to securing women’s land rights. She is 
a graduate of Kent State University and obtained the Project Management Professional (PMP) 
certification in 2020 and Certified Fund Raising Executive (CFRE) credential in 2017. She enjoys 
podcasts, coffee, reading, public transit, and the Seattle Seahawks. Originally from Minnesota, Kelly loves 
the Pacific Northwest and lives in Tacoma with her husband and two cats, George and Sasha. 



 

 
 

Career and Technical Scholarship 
Cohort 5 Winter Selection Overview 

 
This document describes the selection criteria for and profile of the winter recipients of the 2023-24 Career and 
Technical Scholarship cohort. This winter brought 716 applicants, of which we selected 382 for CTS and 33 for 
Rural Jobs. 

 
Career and Technical Scholarship Cohort 5 - Winter 
Selection Criteria 
Based on the Board’s directive, the selection criteria below were used. 

 
Category Factor Target Weight Final Weight 

Economic Impact Program 50% 35% 

Likelihood of Completion Essay 15% 32% 

Financial Need Income 20% 18% 

 
Equity of Access 

First Generation Status 15% 7.5% 

Single Parent Status* 15% 7.5% 

 
*Single parent status did not apply to applicants who graduated from high school in 2023. 

 
Profile of Selected Scholars 
These Scholars have a median family income of $20,922 and represent 31 of 34 colleges, 27 of 39 counties and 
48 of 49 legislative districts. The top 5 colleges they’re heading to are: Tacoma Community College, Clark 
College, Everett Community College, Yakima Valley College, Grays Harbor College. In terms of programs, the 
table below shows how the proportion of Scholars selected (% of Selects) compares to the share job openings 
across the state led to by industry (% of Job Openings). 

 
Industry   % of Eligible 

Applicants 
% of 

Selects 
% of Job 
Openings 

Engineering / Manufacturing 7% 5% 3% 
Health Care 60% 63% 35% 
Information Technology 11% 17% 15% 
Trades 12% 6% 45% 

 

 
  



 

The table below shares additional demographic data about Scholars by first generation status, single parent 
status, race / ethnicity, gender and age. The acceptance rate reflects the percent of eligible applicants who we 
selected. 

 
Category % of Eligible 

Applicants 
% of 

Selects 
Acceptance 

Rate 
First Generation 
Yes 64% 70% 69% 
No 25% 18% 44% 
Unknown 4% 4% 62% 
Zero Parents 7% 4% 78% 
Single Parent 
Yes 31% 40% 82% 
No 69% 60% 61% 
Race / Ethnicity 
American Indian / Alaska Native 2% 3% 79% 
Asian 8% 8% 63% 
Black or African American 9% 11% 74% 
Latinx 29% 31% 66% 
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 2% 2% 80% 
Two or More Races 3% 3% 68% 
Unknown (did not report) 7% 7% 64% 
White 39% 34% 55% 
Gender 
Gender non-conforming 0.2% 0.3% 100% 
Genderqueer 0.2% 0.3% 100% 
Man 29% 23% 50% 
Non-binary 1% 1% 43% 
Prefer to self-describe 0.5% 0.5% 67% 
Two or more 2% 3% 73% 
Unknown (did not report) 9% 9% 62% 
Woman 58% 63% 69% 
Age 
18 or under 4% 4% 65% 
19-22 16% 12% 46% 
23-29 31% 31% 63% 
30-39 30% 32% 68% 
40+ 20% 21% 67% 



 

Rural Jobs Initiative Cohort 5 - Winter 
This winter we selected 33 of 91 eligible applicants. 28 of these 33 recipients were also 
selected for the Career and Technical Scholarship. 

 
Selection Criteria 
Based on the Board’s directive, we select Rural Jobs recipients based on two criteria: 

1. The applicant’s points for the Career and Technical Scholarship 
2. The applicant’s distance from campus 

 
To ensure an equitable geographic distribution of recipients, we included a “regional cap” 
that limited selects per eligible workforce development region to 1.5 times its share of the 
state’s rural population. 

 
Profile of Selected Scholars 
These Scholars have a median family income of $14,824, live an average of 39 miles 
from campus, and represent 6 of 8 eligible regions and 9 of 14 eligible colleges. The 
table below details selects by workforce development region. 

 

Region % of Eligible 
Applicants 

% of 
Selects 

Benton-Franklin 2% 0% 
Eastern 1% 0% 
North Central 19% 24% 
Northwest 12% 15% 
Olympic 4% 9% 
Pacific Mountain 40% 24% 
South Central 13% 18% 
Southwest 8% 9% 
Spokane 1% 0% 

 
In terms of programs, the table below shows how the proportion of applicants compares to 
selects by industry. At the Board’s directive, a targeted list of programs for each region was 
developed with the guidance of local workforce development and education officials. 

 
Industry % of Eligible 

Applicants 
% of 

Selects 
Accounting and Logistics 4% 6% 
Engineering / Manufacturing 3% 6% 
Health Care 63% 76% 
Information Technology 2% 3% 
Trades 27% 9% 

 

https://www.wtb.wa.gov/planning-programs/regional-workforce-plans/
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F I N AN C E &  I N V EST M EN T  C OM M I T T EE 
M E ET I N G A GEN D A N O VEM B ER  3 0 ,  2 02 3  
I N -P ER SON  OR  R EM OT E 
To join virtually: Click on the Microsoft Teams link in meeting invitation or dial in #: +1 332-249-0607 Phone Conf. ID: 886 669 
395# 
To join in person: Pacific Tower, 1200 12 Ave. S, Suite 810 

I. Meeting Called to Order Patrick Smith 
Board Member 
Committee Chair 

1:00p-1:00p 

II. Approval of Minutes from September 6 Meeting [Tab A] Patrick Smith 
Board Member 
Committee Chair 

1:00-1:05p 

III. WSIB Quarterly Performance Report [Tab B] James Aber 
WSIB 

1:05-1:25p 

IV. Program Administrator Report [Tab C] Eileen Moran 
501 Commons 

1:25-1:45p 

V. Program Update
» Committee Action: Recommend amendment to

the F&I Committee charter
» Committee Action: Recommend approval of the

2024 budget proposal

[Tab D] Kimber Connors 
WSOS 

1:45-2:15p 

VI. Executive Session Patrick Smith 
Board Member 
Committee Chair 

2:15-2:30p 

VII. Meeting Adjourned Patrick Smith 
Board Member 
Committee Chair 

2:30p 

Committee Questions for Consideration: 
» What questions do you have about the Foundation build out?
» What concerns do you anticipate the Board having about the 2024 budget proposal?

Upcoming Committee Meetings 
March 6, 2024
June 12, 2024 
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Approval of Minutes 



F I N A N C E  &  I N V E S T M E N T  C O M M I T T E E  M E E T I N G  M I N U T E S  |
S E P T E M B E R  6 ,  2 0 2 3  

Members present via Microsoft Teams: Patrick Smith (Chair), Bo Lee, Jess Peet, Julie 
Sandler, Elisa La Cava, Matt Rubright, 

Members not present: Brad Faulhaber, Joseph Walker 

Attendees on Teams: Nancy Long, Eileen Moran, James Aber, Chris Hanak, Aileen Liu, 
Javania Polenska, Dena Parmer 

Meeting called to Order 
Patrick Smith called the meeting of the Washington State Opportunity Scholarship (WSOS) 
Finance and Investment Committee to order at 1:02 p.m.  

Approval of Minutes from March 21, 2023, Finance and Investment Committee 
Committee Action: Elisa La Cava moved to approve the minutes of the June 13, 2023, 
meeting. Julie Sandler seconded the motion, and it carried unanimously.  

WSIB Quarterly Performance Report 
James Aber, Washington State Investment Board’s (WSIB) Director of Institutional Relations 
and Public Affairs, delivered the quarterly performance report. All data is as of June 30, 2023. 

Aber gave a capital markets summary (slide 2). Aber said equity markets continue to rally in the 
second quarter, and fixed-income markets continue to struggle in the face of rising rates, which 
is the theme you will see throughout the presentation. The Baccalaureate Scholarship (BaS) 
and Career & Technical Scholarship (CTS) funds returned 1.8% and 1.9%, respectively, for the 
quarter and 6.1% and 6.2% for the 12 months ending June 30. The endowment fund (80% 
equities, 20% fixed income) saw higher returns of 4.8% for the quarter and 13.5% for the 12 
month period. Global equity funds returned 6.0% for the quarter and 16.5% for the year. Fixed 
income funds returned 0.1% for the quarter and 2.2% for the year. WSIB did not complete any 
transactions during quarter two. Inflation fell to its lowest level since March 2021. During the 
second quarter, Congress raised the US debt ceiling, and the Fed held its interest rate target 
steady at 5.25%. Both of those helped fuel a strong period for US equity markets. Developed 
markets continued to outperform emerging markets by a pretty significant margin. Fixed income 
interest rates saw sharp increases during the second quarter, and that has continued to weigh 
on returns. The Bloomberg Universal index returned -0.6% for the quarter, down from 2.9% in 
the prior quarter. 

Aber included in the pre-read a breakdown of assets by asset class, including the figures for 
each of the four funds because a committee member requested this. Another committee 
member had requested realized gains or losses during the quarter for each of the funds. Aber 
said due to resource constraints, this is not something that the WSIB is able to do for any of the 
funds they manage, including the WSOS funds. Smith mentioned that Joseph Walker had asked 
these questions but was not able to make it to this meeting. Smith commented that the addition 
of slide 4 from WSIB was very helpful. 



Smith asked if the state match dollars were all cash. Aber affirmed that it is. Smith said the 
private total breakdown is very helpful. 

There were no additional questions. 

Program Administrator Report 
Eileen Moran, Finance Director for 501 Commons, presented financial statements through June 
30, 2023.  

Moran addressed the disparity in investment balances that were discussed at the last meeting. 
She said that reports were pulled in a different way, and the background coding was done in two 
different ways. So, unrealized gains and losses were grossly overstated. Javania Polenska 
asked the committee if it would be helpful to see the crosswalk of the numbers for validation and 
check. La Cava said that, given the confusion, it would be helpful to see it but was unsure if it 
would be productive to review it live in this meeting. 

Moran said the other question was about comparing the pledge balances to the pledge 
receivable from 12/31/2022 to 03/31/2023. Moran said she made a note as a year-end entry to 
put Ballmer on the books as she did with the Connell stock contribution. It is sitting in pledges 
receivable and deferred revenue so that it can be tracked and not fall through the cracks as 
opposed to being tracked off the books. Pledges as of 12/31/22 were $29.8M. There was $2.5M 
paid by Microsoft in the first quarter. There were new pledges added leading to a balance on 
03/31/23 of $27.4M. These are on two spreadsheets Moran created to answer Polenska’s 
questions. Moran said Polenska can disseminate these as she sees fit. Polenska said she will 
meet with Nancy Long immediately following this meeting and share the attachments, so the 
committee has visibility to them. Polenska said that she met with the WSOS development team 
to discuss the crosswalk, but they will defer to Moran. Polenska said that 501 Commons and 
WSOS staff have not reconciled the information. There is a small variance from March. Moran 
said there is a five-dollar variance that she cannot find, and it is not a priority to find it at this 
point. Moran said that Jenny Gruber, who is new to the 501 Commons staff, will complete the 
pledge reconciliation on a monthly basis. Moran believes she will be able to catch up. Polenska 
said that when the committee sees the pledge files, they need to remember that we are still 
going through the reconciliation process to make sure the numbers are aligned. WSOS staff are 
tracking when they have visibility to information.  

Polenska asked Moran to walk through the balance sheet and address the seven to eight 
questions that were outstanding from the last meeting. She asked Moran to call attention to 
what was learned or reconciled to give the committee the information requested at the last 
meeting. Moran said cash is down. We had $1.3M of scholarship disbursements during the 
quarter that took cash away. We had $849K of individual donations. The decrease in cash is 
normal activity. There were some private cash receipts, $2M from Rubens. Most of the stock 
from the Connell pledge came in, which was reduced by $50K from the original pledge 
receivable of $750K. We have received $698K from the Donor Advised Fund (DAF), and they 
will make a cash donation of the difference. We received $100K from Bristol Myers Squibb, 
$50K from the Seattle Foundation, and another $50K from Marie Lamfrom Charitable 
Foundation, in addition to some other donations. Scholarship refunds totaled $431K for BaS, 
$360K for CTS, and $9K for Rural Jobs Initiative (RJI). Disbursements were $167K for BaS and 
$482K for CTS. 



Moran said there was normal cash activity, and investment balances have been stable this past 
quarter. Of the $94M, $57.8M belongs to BaS, $29M belongs to CTS, $7M to the endowment, 
and $866K to GRD. The investment gains were approximately $1.8M across the board, with a 
couple of months of losses and some gains. Accounts receivable did not change. It is made up 
mostly of the employee retention credit that WA STEM has not received yet. Moran said that 
Patty Murry’s office had to intervene on behalf of 501 Commons, and WSOS might want to 
consider reaching out to her office. The state match receivable has not been filed yet, and 
Moran anticipates making a $9M request before the end of the quarter because the new 
appropriation has come in. Moran said that deferred revenue is made up of the Connell and now 
Ballmer donations. Moran did a PTO accrual for Q2, and that is what makes up the vast majority 
of $113K in payroll liability. L&I is paid outside of Paylocity, so that is carried on the books. The 
decrease in liabilities resulted from scholarship disbursements.  

Peet asked if strategically we don’t like refunds because we could have possibly awarded the 
funds elsewhere. She said they seem to be on the rise and asked if we are thinking about a way 
to plan for that differently. Polenska said we don’t necessarily have control of timing for refunds 
as they align with state required processes and the law that WSOS funds cannot be awarded 
beyond a student’s calculated cost of attendance. Polenska said we are trying to improve 
processes to prevent over-awarding rather than relying on better timing for refunds. We just 
started awarding Scholars and sharing packages for the entire year with financial aid officers in 
advance of the term to help reduce returns. We are trying to ensure that schools aren’t getting 
more than what they should up front. Another trigger for refunds is when a student changes their 
plans. Polenska said WSOS is aware of the challenges and is looking at things we can change 
on our side while accepting the things we can’t control. We hope we’ll see a decrease in refunds 
going forward from some of the process changes implemented this year. Polenska said the 
other piece is a function of when schools return dollars. She said we have received refund 
checks up to two years later. Moran said we had $791K in refunds this quarter of which $431.3K 
was BaS, $359.8K was CTS and RJI refunds. For the year thus far, it has been $1.2M in 
refunds.  

Matt Rubright asked if the number fluctuates or if there is any predictability. Moran said there is 
no pattern month over month, and we are at the mercy of the universities. CTS refunds have 
been growing. They were $34K at the beginning of the year and $102K in June. Rubright said 
he had hoped we would learn more about the refund rate so we could adjust how we allocate 
capital. He added that it sounds like it is not predictable enough to change things from an 
execution standpoint at this time. Polenska said due to a major policy change this year, we 
expect to see positive changes as we award at the beginning of the disbursement cycles 
instead of multiple times a month throughout the year. She added it has always been highly 
variable, and what we need to have on hand to provide those funds. Polenska noted that the 
CTS cohort size has grown in the past year from 500 up to 1,275 students per year indicating a 
likely reason for the uptick in refunds. Polenska said we share the same concern because it is 
burdensome on staff to process refunds and impacts money available to disburse.  

We moved to the income statement, and Smith noted that the income statement is from March 
rather than June. Moran shared an Excel report and addressed one of the questions from last 
quarter about budget versus actuals. There is an unfavorable variance of $558K. There was a 
$350K pledge predicted in the budget that has not come in. Moran noted that it was in the 
budget twice, once on the foundations and grants line and again on the individual donations 
line. It showed up in the budget, not the actuals, because it was discovered after the report was 
put together. There was $892K in new revenues, $698K from Connell, a pledge and the money 



from Marie Lamfrom Charitable Foundation and $10K from Diane Cecchettini. There was $135K 
in smaller donations from OpportunityTalks. There are no match dollars year to date because 
we had consumed the previous match appropriation by September last year. Moran stated she 
will be making the match request this month because the new appropriation is in. We had 
$5.62M of unrealized and realized losses. There was interest and dividend income of $137K 
and investment expenses of $14K. Moran said that the actuals are higher than the budget 
because the investment piece of the budget fell on her. She said that it was based on the 
extreme and unpredictable volatility. Moran said she created an extremely conservative budget 
and hoped we end up on the right side of the investment spectrum. She had only predicted 
$18K in dividends and interest but we did much better. Moran stated that during this period, 
WSIB did a realignment of what they invested in. Our investment realized and unrealized gains 
were significantly higher than budget. Investment fees were favorable. There is not a significant 
variance in salaries and benefits. There is a positive variance in professional fees. Moran said 
that WSOS creates its own budget, so she does not have all the details as to why there is a 
variance.  

Polenska said a question that came up at the last meeting about revenue and if there was a 
concern about it being down. Polenska shared that there were assumptions about some big 
gifts that did not come in. There were some corporate foundations that walked away from giving 
for the year. We have made fundraising adjustments, but it does not change what you see from 
a budget perspective. We have also talked about the impact of not having front-line fundraisers 
hired yet.  

Moran said conferences and conventions had $62K higher than budgeted but it is offset by the 
lower operating costs. Smith asked Polenska to give context to the overage. Polenska said that 
most of our travel has been specific to promotions work. She stated that we did not have a 
sense of the cost at the onset. Staff are out significantly more than in the past. Polenska said 
that we have a Boeing grant that offsets some of the costs, so it is funded work.  

Moran said operating expenses are lower than budgeted, but no one line item is problematic. 
Scholarship expenses in negative because of refunds. The only money going out is stipends. 
The scholarship expense is booked when there is an update to the scholarship model. It was 
updated at year-end and has not been updated again. Moran said she hopes to make an update 
for the third quarter. It is usually updated a couple of times per year. When we pay the 
scholarships out the door, it is against the liability for the scholarships, and it has nothing to do 
with the expense.  

Moran reviewed the rolling twelve-month cash flow. We received $2.5M from Boeing, a $50K 
grant, and $10K grant. Ballmer gave a payment and we received $2.5M from Microsoft. We 
were supposed to receive $2M from Rubens, but there was an increase in the value of the stock 
of $20K, and they passed it on to WSOS. Connell stock donation has been mentioned already. 
We received $385K from the City of Seattle for state match dollars. Investment income was 
$27M. We paid $16M in scholarships and $3M in program expenses. Cash receipts of $1.3M 
are made up of $225K from Bristol Myers Squibb, $123K from BECU Foundation, and $100K 
from Costco, plus a couple of others that were mentioned in the income statement. There is 
$5.5M in realized and unrealized gains and dividend income of $313K, and investment 
expenses of $38K. The standard cash flow slide is in the pre-read. Moran said the most relevant 
part is the comparison of June to March. Polenska asked Moran to send her the correct slides 
after the meeting.  



 
Polenska acknowledged the challenges of receiving correct financial data and information. She 
asked 501 Commons Executive Director Nancy Long to share what they are doing to correct 
this. Long said that the financial director they hired was with them for two months but did not 
want to continue the work. Moran had retired in May but offered to come back. Long said that 
501 Commons is complicated, and WSOS is extremely complicated, so it is hard to get 
someone up to speed. She acknowledged that the small errors have a big impact on the 
financials. Long said they are also adjusting to using MIP, and there are things that need to be 
done to make the tool more effective. They brought back another employee three days a week 
who is very experienced and knowledgeable about both organizations. Long said they have 
hired a full-time and a half-time employee and hope that it gives them the capacity to catch up 
and stay on time with the delivery of reports and documentation to WSOS. Long said 501 
Commons has been directing all of its resources for management reporting to WSOS. Moran is 
working on the audit that will happen in October because they missed the window to get the 
audit done in May because Moran was diverted to WSOS work.  
 
Long addressed the concern of reducing exposure to non-FDIC funds held at Beneficial State 
Bank. It takes at least a week to draw funds out of WSIB, and we don’t want to be too 
conservative because we need access to funds when we need them. Long said that some 
banks are paid for the service by cutting the cost of the interest in the spread. Beneficial doesn’t 
do this but has offered it as a service to 501 Commons but will not get paid by cutting the 
interest in the spread. Long said they could do a one-way sell instead of a reciprocal trade back 
and forth. They have the other bank take the funds, and Beneficial State Bank absorbs the cost 
for a one-way sending of funds. Long said there was a question about whether WSOS could 
sweep money into government market funds, not through the banks. Those accounts are not 
FDIC-insured, so Beneficial will not trade with them. Long said there was a question about the 
difference in rates for government money market funds and CDARS. CDARS does not provide 
FDIC protection, and they would incur management fees. The interest-bearing account ICS is 
unlimited and liquid and at a 1.25% APY. Beneficial also has CDARS with a 4.07% APR, which 
all have a hold requirement. They range between 13 weeks, 26 weeks, and 52 weeks and 
higher upon request. Long said they do not plan on using CDARS for WSOS because we have 
access to WSIB.  
 
When WSOS has funds that exceed the FDIC coverage of $250K per bank, in order to reduce 
the risk of losses, Long proposes that we send excess funds above $1M to WSIB. If the funds 
are needed within six weeks, we would utilize the Insured Cash Sweep (ICS) account to lower 
the balance at Beneficial to $1M. Operationally, this is very simple. Moran would make the 
decision based on upcoming expenses and disbursements. There is no automated movement 
of funds.  
 
Smith asked Polenska if this is something we should discuss adopting as a formal policy. 
Polenska said we do want to have a policy, and historically, the PA would draft the policy. Then, 
the F&I committee reviews it and can recommend that the Board adopt it as policy. Given the 
turnaround time, Polenska recommends that we review it and present it at the December Board 
meeting.  
 
Chris Hanak asked that we coordinate with WSIB because the six-week time frame is quite 
tight. Hanak said there are requirements for notification before recalling funds. He said that 
when money comes in, it is invested in equities and fixed income. If it is making a round trip on 
a short-term basis, there is a significant cost to buying and then selling bonds and stocks. 
Rubright asked Hanak if there was a more ideal time frame. He added that the ultimate decision 



 
is the risk versus the burden and cost that comes with moving cash this quickly. Hanak said any 
monies that come to WSIB will be used to rebalance toward the targets in the allocations by 
each account. He said we can make the assumption that they are buying equities. 
 
Polenska said we would benefit from more conversation with 501 Commons. We do not see the 
flow of cash or how much money is in a bank account at any given point. Polenska said we 
need an additional level of analysis because we do not have enough information. Hank agreed 
and said that Aileen Liu is one of the point people monitoring daily asset allocations and doing 
the rebalancing trades as money comes in or is requested.  
 
Long said it would be helpful to understand what the goal of the F&I Committee is and what 
uninsured dollar level they are comfortable with. She said a committee member asked about 
uninsured funds, and it gets complicated if we try to maintain a lot of different bank accounts. 
Long said the Sweeps program is the way around it.  
 
Moran said she and Long discussed the timing and did not find six weeks to be aggressive 
because they know they have to request money a week in advance. She said that is what the 
ICS account is for. She said that six weeks is an arbitrary number, and if they knew there would 
be money going out, they would not send the money to WSIB. Moran said that they have only 
made three requests for money from WSIB in the last twelve months, and there was no money 
sent to WSIB because she is looking further ahead and anticipating needs.  
 
Rubright said it would be helpful for the committee to understand how long we have over $1M in 
our bank account so they would know the risk. Moran said that with ICS, they can move money 
back and forth within 24 to 48 hours. She said we had over $1M go out in disbursements in the 
last period.  
 
Long said they are trying to avoid spending time trying to do projections. She said we know 
when there will be disbursements, but donations and refunds are not predictable. She added 
that since we can predict most of the large expenses, it is not useful to do projections when we 
can easily sweep the money into the sweeps account and have it go out to as many banks as 
necessary. Long said they guessed at $1M as the amount, but the committee can set the 
amount at whatever they think is reasonable. She added the 501 Commons moves money 
when they are over $500K. 
 
Smith noted that we are running out of time for this meeting, and we are also missing two 
treasury experts today. He would like to include Walker and Brad Faulhaber in the discussion 
because of their deep treasury background. He requested that we table the discussion until our 
next meeting. Polenska affirmed this recommendation and said that the committee also needs 
to have information about the current state of our accounts. Polenska said she would circle back 
with Walker and Faulhaber to create a small working group to bring closure and make a 
recommendation in December.  
 
Program Update  
Polenska noted that we are almost out of time. She said that we need to discuss the F&I 
Charter because it must be reviewed every three years. We made a couple of small changes to 
make this more evergreen. Polenska said she removed the name of the PA but still 
acknowledged that we have to work with a PA. To give it more flexibility, she changed who 
would be the ex-officio members. Smith said the updates were administrative only and asked if 
there were any questions. 



La Cava asked if the Board has ever had any feedback about the charter. Smith said there has 
not been since he joined in 2020. He said the Board will review it at the October Board meeting, 
which will give them an opportunity to ensure this is what the Board is asking the committee to 
do. La Cava said a couple of quarters ago we had a discussion about the topics of these 
meetings and stated that the language is broad enough to encompass everything, but she 
wants to ensure the committee is discussing the things the Board wants us to. Smith said he will 
ask the Board if the scope of the Charter is appropriate. Polenska asked if the committee is 
recommending the adoption of the charter with the exception of anything the Board wants to 
highlight. Smith made a motion to recommend to the board the adoption of the charter with the 
noted revisions.   

Committee Action: Jess Peet moved to approve the charter. La Cava seconded the motion, 
and it carried unanimously. 

Polenska wanted the committee to know that the Board gave WSOS the authority to create a 
nonprofit to serve as a program administrator at a future date. She said that she wants to hear 
from the committee what they want to see included as part of the discovery process for the build 
of the finance and accounting function for the non-profit. Polenska said she would follow up with 
each committee member individually. 

Polenska said that the program update is detailed in the pre-read, and that she is happy to 
follow up on any questions the committee may have.  

Smith asked if there were any more questions. There were none. Smith adjourned the meeting 
at 2:31 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dena Parmer 
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Washington State Investment Board

WSOS INVESTMENT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
PERFORMANCE REVIEW – 3Q 2023

NOVEMBER 30, 2023

James Aber, Director of Institutional Relations



WSOS INVESTMENT PROGRAM SUMMARY

 BaS and CTS funds (30% equity/70% fixed income) returned -1.7% and -1.8% 
respectively for the quarter

 BaS and CTS returned 8.3% for the 12 months ending September 30
 Endowment (80% equity 20% fixed income) returned -2.9% for the quarter and

17.0% for the one-year period
 Global equity funds returned -3.3% for the quarter and 20.5% for the year
 Fixed income funds returned -1.1% for the quarter and 4.3% for the year
 Global equity and fixed income markets sold off in the third quarter on the back of 

rapidly rising interest rates
 WSOS transactions during Q3
 Late August—Baccalaureate Scholarship raised $2.97 million in cash through sales of 

$1.5 million of sales in public equity and $1.47 million of sales in fixed income
 Late August—Technical Scholarship raised $1.96 million in cash through sales from 

the State Match Cash Fund 
 Late August—Graduate Advanced Degree Scholarship raised $72 thousand through 

sales from the State Match Cash Fund
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CAPITAL MARKETS SUMMARY
REPORTED AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 2023

 After experiencing a solid first half to the year, global stock markets sold off in 
the third quarter as investor sentiment soured on higher interest rates driven 
largely by stubborn inflation and higher oil prices

 The MSCI Developed World IMI index returned -3.6% in the third quarter, 
bringing the 1-year return to 21.1% 

 Emerging markets edged out developed markets this quarter – the MSCI 
Emerging Markets IMI index returned -2.1%, with a 1-year return to 13.2%

 There was a wide dispersion of returns for the sectors within the MSCI ACWI 
IMI index this quarter
 Leading the way were Energy (11.2%) and Communication Services (0.2%), 

while the bottom performers were Utilities (-8.7%) and Real Estate (-6.3%)
 The Federal Open Market Committee (Fed) met twice during the quarter, 

raising the Fed Target Rate by 0.25% at their July meeting and holding it steady 
at the September meeting 

 U.S. interest rates rose significantly throughout the quarter
 The U.S. 10-year Treasury yield jumped by 0.7% to 4.6%

 In fixed income, the Bloomberg Universal index returned -2.9% for the quarter
 Global oil prices increased 27.3% for the quarter as Russia and Saudi Arabia cut 

oil production
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WSOS GROWTH OF ASSETS
SEPTEMBER 30, 2023
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BaS (100% Private) Endowment (91% Private / 9% State Match)

CTS (87% Private / 13% State Match) GRD (51% Private / 49% State Match)

Private Total $6,197,176

Equity $4,995,535

Fixed Income $1,200,260

Cash $1,380

State Match $615,691

Private Total $24,594,606

Equity $7,672,945

Fixed Income $16,806,361

Cash $115,300

State Match $1,838,283

Private Total $431,262

Equity $137,715

Fixed Income $291,720

Cash $1,827

State Match $360,701
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Private Total $53,847,674

Equity $15,381,427

Fixed Income $38,397,231

Cash $69,016

State Match $0



TOTAL MARKET VALUES AND ASSET ALLOCATION
SEPTEMBER 30, 2023
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Private Funds

Equity
 Passive equity strategy

managed by BlackRock
 Expected to closely track the 

MSCI All Country World 
Investable Market Index

Fixed Income
 Actively managed by WSIB 

staff
 Expected to meet or exceed

the Barclays U.S. 
Intermediate Credit Index

State Match Funds

 Both target and current 
allocations are 100% cash

 Cash is invested in a money 
market fund managed by 
BlackRock

BaS Endowment CTS GRD

$53,847,674 $6,197,176 $24,594,606 $431,262
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$53,847,674 $6,812,867 $26,432,889 $791,962
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Equity 28.56%

Equity 80.61%

Equity 31.20% Equity 31.93%

Fixed Income 71.31%

Fixed Income 19.39%

Fixed Income 68.33% Fixed Income 67.64%

Cash 0.13% Cash 0.47% Cash 0.42%



FUND PERFORMANCE UPDATES
ALL COLUMNS SHOW PERFORMANCE CALCULATED AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 2023
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Qtr. 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year Since Inception
BaS
Private -1.74% 8.25% 0.38% 2.53% 4.05%
Private Benchmark -1.63% 8.05% 0.22% 2.41% 4.00%
State Match N/A N/A N/A 0.57% 0.57%
State Match Benchmark 1.33% 4.65% 1.76% 1.76% 1.28%
Private Funds Benchmark: 25% Equity, 70% Fixed Income, and 5% Cash. State Match Benchmark: 100% Cash

Endowment
Private -2.88% 16.98% 5.39% 4.81% 6.00%
Private Benchmark -2.84% 17.12% 5.31% 5.61% 6.35%
State Match 1.30% 4.52% 1.72% 1.63% 1.17%
State Match Benchmark 1.33% 4.65% 1.76% 1.76% 1.28%
Private Funds Benchmark: 80% Equity, 20% Fixed Income. State Match Benchmark: 100% Cash.

CTS
Private -1.77% 8.29% 0.46% N/A 2.02%
Private Benchmark -1.63% 8.05% 0.22% N/A 1.58%
State Match 1.30% 4.52% 1.71% N/A 1.47%
State Match Benchmark 1.33% 4.65% 1.76% N/A 1.58%
Private Funds Benchmark: 25% Equity, 70% Fixed Income, and 5% Cash. State Match Benchmark: 100% Cash.

GRD
Private -1.79% 4.80% N/A N/A 1.86%
Private Benchmark -1.63% 4.73% N/A N/A 1.83%
State Match 1.30% 4.52% N/A N/A 2.03%
State Match Benchmark 1.33% 4.65% N/A N/A 2.06%
Private Funds Benchmark: 100% Cash. State Match Benchmark: 100% Cash.

Annualized
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Qtr. 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year Since Inception
Equity
BaS -3.33% 20.53% 7.17% 6.70% 7.43%
Endowment -3.31% 20.52% 7.16% 6.53% 7.42%
CTS -3.34% 20.48% 7.14% N/A 7.23%
GRD -3.34% N/A N/A N/A 10.70%
MSCI ACWI IMI w/ U.S. Gross -3.34% 20.51% 7.17% 6.40%

Fixed Income
BaS -1.06% 4.26% -2.41% 1.82% 2.05%
Endowment -1.06% 4.26% -2.40% 1.83% 2.06%
CTS -1.06% 4.26% N/A N/A -0.10%
GRD -1.06% N/A N/A N/A 1.12%
Bloomberg Intermediate Credit -0.92% 3.81% -2.56% 1.49%

Annualized
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Qtr.
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Website: http://www.sib.wa.gov

Address: 2100 Evergreen Park Drive SW
P.O. Box 40916
Olympia, WA 98504-0916

Phone: (360) 956-4600
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PROGRAM UPDATE
11.30.2023



COMMITTEE ANNUAL
SELF-EVALUATION



COMMITTEE PURPOSE
The Board shall set all broad investment and finance policies consistent with all laws, rules, and 
regulations and all subsequent amendments thereto.  The Board shall appoint the Finance and 
Investment Committee (hereafter “the Committee”) to carry out these policies and monitor asset 
allocation and investment performance as well as the selection and evaluation of the portfolio 
Investment Manager(s).

Specifically, the purpose of the Committee is to assist the Board by:

(1) providing oversight of WSOS investment strategy and investment guidelines;
(2) providing oversight of WSOS financial matters; and
(3) performing such related functions as may be assigned to it by the Board.



COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Review the investment policies and strategies and provide policy guidance to the Board as
directed. Such guidance shall include but not be limited to:

a) Overall investment strategy and guidelines for the OSA and OSEA investment portfolios;
b) Evaluation of asset classes for investment;
c) An assessment of risk in the portfolio and risk mitigation strategies;
d) Selection of new investment managers;
e) Termination of existing investment managers; and
f) Review of the performance of the investment funds and investment managers.

2. Review and make recommendations to the Board regarding financial matters.  Such guidance
shall include but not be limited to:

a) Review the proposed annual budget as presented for the upcoming fiscal year;
b) Recommend the annual budget to the Board for approval; and
c) Monitor and report to the Board on the Administrator’s compliance with the adopted budget during
the fiscal year.



F&I COMMITTEE 2023 SELF-EVALUATION
The Committee will annually evaluate its own performance 
in the fourth quarter with respect to the requirements of the 
Finance and Investment Committee Charter. This 
evaluation will be reported back to the Board during one of 
the quarterly Board meeting updates.

Take the survey by November 27!

https://forms.office.com/r/ZQZQb4mxBw

https://forms.office.com/r/ZQZQb4mxBw


DISCUSSION

• Did anything arise when completing your evaluation that 
you want to share for the group to discuss?

• Is there anything you didn’t share in your evaluation you 
want the committee or Board to know?



MEMBER RENEWAL

BRAD FAULHABER
Microsoft
Senior Director, Global Treasury & 
Financial Services

Brad Faulhaber has been serving on the WSOS Finance & 
Investment Committee since 2019 and was joining as a support 
to Beau Damon for several years prior. We’re thrilled he’s 
decided to renew for another term!



PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CHARTER



REQUESTED COMMITTEE ACTION

• Vote to recommend the Board adopt the proposed
amendment to the F&I Charter.



PROPOSED 2024 BUDGET



PROPOSED 2024 BUDGET

Represents 89% programs; 11% operational spending.



CAMPAIGN CONTINUES.

• Slightly delayed but still on track for campaign success
• Possible $3M unfavorable variance on 2023 budget-to-

actuals due to delay in submitting state match receipts; could
increase 2024 revenue by $3M

• Differs from revenue targets in the campaign due to timing,
DAFs, cash versus accrual basis

• Includes new anticipated major gifts of ~$4.1M by year-end
• Includes state match of $7.4M in July

Reminder: major giving & investment strategy means revenues don’t equal 
expenses in most years at WSOS.



PERSONNEL SPENDING 
LOOKS DIFFERENT BUT GENERALLY 
GROWS WITH INFLATION.

• Salaries, taxes & benefits up by $144K (3.8%).
• Anticipating 5% COLA (max of current policy), will align with CPI
• Four FTE move from WSOSP to WSOSF in July; managing director role vacant until then
• No additional FTE in CY2024 except the finance support previously approved
• Expect possible PTO accrual impacts in late 2024 depending on WSOSF accounting approach



WSOS FOUNDATION WILL BE 
SUBSTANTIALLY THE SAME COST AS 
501 COMMONS.

• Program administration fee up by $262K (50%).
• Shift of four FTE from WSOSP to WSOSF in July accounts for all of this increase (WSOSP

would have realized $268K in salaries, benefits and taxes during the period)
• ~$1M per year will ultimately move from WSOSP salaries, taxes and benefits to annual PA fee

line but true increase in costs will be immaterial.



NON-SCHOLARSHIP SPENDING WILL 
GROW BY ~$411K (7.3%).

• Salaries, taxes & benefits and program administration fees are up.
• Scholar Lead stipends will grow ($49K).

• Larger cohort sizes
• Growing the CTS program

• All other operating costs will go up ($105K).
• Includes $50k of previously approved $200k for internal audit
• Enhancements in data and systems
• Inflation leading to increased costs from existing vendors

• Consulting, professional services & lobbying (-$150K) are down.
• Concluding work with campaign counsel (~$130K savings)
• Completed much of the work on campaign collateral (~$25K savings)



DISCUSSION

• What questions do you have about the WSOS Foundation
build out?

• What concerns do you anticipate the Board having about
the 2024 budget proposal?



REQUESTED COMMITTEE ACTION

• Vote to recommend the WSOS Board adopt the 
2024 proposed budget.



EXECUTIVE SESSION



NEXT COMMITTEE MEETING
Tuesday, March 6, 2024



Washington State Opportunity Scholarship 

CHARTER OF THE FINANCE and INVESTMENT COMMITTEE 

 Revised September 2023  

I. Introduction

The Opportunity Scholarship Act, RCW 28(b).145 (hereafter referred to as the “Act”) was enacted
by the Washington Legislature to assist low-and middle income students with college tuition and to
help meet the needs of Washington state employers to fill jobs in high employer demand fields.
The Act established the Washington State Opportunity Scholarship Board, hereafter referred to as
the “Board” with members appointed by the Governor to provide oversight and guidance for the
Opportunity Scholarship and Opportunity Expansion programs. In accordance with the Act, the
Board has designated a qualified non-profit to serve as its Program Administrator. The Act
mandates the establishment of the Opportunity Scholarship Endowment Account (herein referred
to as the OSEA) to receive contributions as an endowed scholarship fund. The Act also mandated
the establishment of the Opportunity Scholarship Account (here in referred to as the OSA) to pay
for committed scholarships and program services approved by the Board. The Board is responsible
for overseeing the investment of all funds contributed to the OSEA and the OSA. The contract
among the Board, the State of Washington and the Program Administrator requires the
management of the OSEA and OSA to achieve the maximum rate of return on the investment
account in accordance with the prudent investor standard and the Uniform Prudent Management of
Institutional Funds Act (UPMIFA), RCW 24.55.

II. Statement of Purpose

The Board shall set all broad investment and finance policies consistent with all laws, rules, and
regulations and all subsequent amendments thereto. The Board shall appoint the Finance and
Investment Committee (hereafter “the Committee”) to carry out these policies and monitor asset
allocation and investment performance as well as the selection and evaluation of the portfolio
Investment Manager(s).

Specifically, the purpose of the Committee is to assist the Board by:
(1) providing oversight of WSOS investment strategy and investment guidelines;
(2) providing oversight of WSOS financial matters; and
(3) performing such related functions as may be assigned to it by the Board.

III. Appointment Membership and Length of Service

A. Appointment.

The Committee and its Chair will be appointed by the Board. It will be composed of no less than 
seven (7) members, including at least one (1) member of the WSOS Program Board and one (1) 
member of the WSOS Foundation Board. Remaining committee members shall be selected from 
individuals in the regional business and governmental communities that evidence some 
combination of investment, finance, legal, accounting, banking, non-profit governance, and higher 
education experience. The Executive Director and Director of Finance/Controller of the Program 
Administrator shall be exofficio nonvoting members of the Committee and are not included in the 
count of seven (7) Committee members. 

Deleted: two 

Deleted: 2
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B. Decisions. 

1. Any and all decisions made by the Committee require a majority vote of those members 
present and a quorum of more than 50% of the Committee members, including at least one 
(1) member of the Board being present and able to vote on any given action. A quorum is 
50% of the non ex-officio members in attendance. 

2. In the absence of a quorum, a lesser number may adjourn the meeting. 

C. Membership and Length of Service. 

1. Terms of service shall begin September 1 of the initial year and will end on August 31 of the 
concluding year. The term of committee membership is four (4) years, except as provided 
below to allow for staggered terms. Members who miss two or more consecutive meetings 
may have their membership status reviewed. 

2. Whenever necessary to safeguard the continuity of the Committee, members may be 
appointed to initial terms of less than four (4) years. Committee members shall be eligible to 
serve two (2) subsequent four (4)-year terms after their initial term. Members whose terms 
expire may be eligible for reappointment to the Committee after a period of at least two (2) 
years separation from the Committee. 

IV. Rules for the Conduct of Meetings of the Committee 

A. Committee Policies and Procedures. The Committee shall have the power to adopt rules for the 
conduct of its business. 

B. Chair. 

1. The Committee Chair shall be appointed by the Chair of the Board and ratified by the Board, 
Only Board members are eligible to be Chair of the Committee. 

C. Meetings. 

1. The Committee shall meet quarterly in alignment with Board meeting cadence. Additional 
meetings as deemed necessary or appropriate (including telephone meetings) may be 
convened. 

2. The Committee Chair or any three members of the Committee may call special meetings of 
the Committee. 

3. Notice of the meetings of the Committee may be given by hand delivery, by deposit in the 
U.S. Mail, by express mail, by electronic facsimile or by electronic mail. 

4. Members of the Committee will be provided an agenda and pre-read materials in advance of 
each meeting. 

5. The meetings of the Committee may be conducted in person, by video conference or by 
telephone conference call. 

6. If a majority of the Committee agrees, the Committee may conduct business via facsimile or 
electronic format without a meeting. The vote of a majority of the Committee by facsimile, 
electronic format, or other method as approved by the Committee Chair, shall constitute the 
action of the Committee. 



D. Conflicts of Interest.  

   Direct conflicts of interest with members of the Committee should be avoided. In the event that 
the Committee considers managers, investments, or any business relationship with an 
organization with which a Committee member has any conflict or appearance of conflict, the 
Committee member shall recuse himself or herself from participating in any related portion of 
the Committee’s deliberations. Committee members are under no obligation to provide any 
investment or business opportunity to the Committee.  

V. Responsibilities and Duties of the Committee 

A. The responsibilities and duties of the Committee shall include the following: 

1. Review the investment policies and strategies and provide policy guidance to the Board as 
directed. Such guidance shall include but not be limited to: 

a) Overall investment strategy and guidelines for the OSA and OSEA investment portfolios; 

b) Evaluation of asset classes for investment; 

c) An assessment of risk in the portfolio and risk mitigation strategies; 

d) Selection of new investment managers; 

e) Termination of existing investment managers; and 

f) Review of the performance of the investment funds and investment managers. 

2. Review and make recommendations to the Board regarding financial matters. Such 
guidance shall include but not be limited to: 

a) Review the proposed annual budget as presented for the upcoming fiscal year; 

b) Recommend the annual budget to the Board for approval; and 

c) Monitor and report to the Board on the Administrator’s compliance with the adopted 
budget during the fiscal year. 

VI. Communications and Minutes 

A. The Committee Chair or designee will report orally or in writing to the Board on matters 
discussed at the most recent Committee meeting at each quarterly Board meeting. 

B. Minutes of each meeting of the Committee will be prepared. Draft minutes will be provided to all 
members for their review and, upon approval, will be made a part of the official record of the 
proceedings of the Board. If the Committee has not approved the minutes prior to the next full 
Board meeting, draft minutes will be provided to the Board. The Board will be informed 
subsequent to their meeting if any significant changes are made in the final version of the 
Committee minutes. The official record of the Board proceedings for any given Board meeting 
will incorporate the latest version of the Committee’s minutes at the time the official record is 
published. 

VII. Resources and Authority 

A. Staff Support and the Retention of Outside Advisors and Consultants. 
 



The Committee may receive assistance in performing these duties from staff of the WSOS 
Program Administrator and external investment managers; however, the Committee has the 
ultimate responsibility to hire, retain, or dismiss all investment managers, consultants, 
custodian banks, and others who may provide services to the WSOS. All the decisions of the 
Committee shall be promptly communicated to the Chair of the Board for implementation. 

B. Indemnification.

Members of the Committee shall be indemnified for any and all liabilities and reasonable
expenses incurred in connection with any claim, action, suit, or proceeding arising from present
or past service for the WSOS, to the maximum extent allowed by law.

C. Expenses.

Expenses of members in attending meetings of the Committee, including travel expenses to
and from the place of meeting, will be reimbursed by the WSOS but only if travel exceeds 100
miles from their residence.

VIII. Periodic Review

A. Charter Review.

1. As part of its duties to assist the Board in providing oversight of the WSOS overall
investment strategy and guidelines, the Committee may propose changes to this Charter.

2. The Committee will review and assess the adequacy of the Finance & Investment
Committee Charter at least once every three years. The Committee will submit proposed
revisions to the Board for its approval.

B. Committee Performance.

1. The Committee will annually evaluate its own performance in the fourth quarter with respect
to the requirements of the Finance and Investment Committee Charter. This evaluation will be
reported back to the Board during one of the quarterly Board meeting updates.



January February March April May June July August September October November December Total
Contributions Income

  Individual Donations & Contributions 40100 0.00 25,000.00 25,000.00 25,000.00 225,000.00 750,000.00 0.00 0.00 2,500,000.00 0.00 0.00 2,100,000.00 5,650,000.00
  Corpoate Donations & Contributions 40200 33,333.33 33,333.33 33,333.33 33,333.33 33,333.34 33,333.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,000,000.00 2,200,000.00
  Foundation Donations & Contributions 40300 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50,000.00 150,000.00 0.00 15,000.00 50,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 265,000.00
 State Match Revenue 44100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7,444,430.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7,444,430.00

Total Contributions Income 33,333.33 58,333.33 58,333.33 58,333.33 308,333.34 933,333.34 7,444,430.00 15,000.00 2,550,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,100,000.00 $       15,559,430.00
Investment Income/Expense

Unrealized gain/loss-BaS 83100 89,000.00 89,000.00 89,000.00 89,000.00 89,000.00 89,000.00 89,000.00 89,000.00 89,000.00 89,000.00 89,000.00 89,000.00 1,068,000.00
Unrealized gain/loss-Endowment 83200 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 420,000.00
Unrealized gain/loss-CTS 83300 90,000.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 90,000.00 1,080,000.00
WSOS BaS Interest & Dividends 46100 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 18,000.00
WSOS Endowment Interest & Dividends 46200 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 3,600.00
WSOS GRD Interest & Dividends 46300 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 1,200.00
WSOS CTS & RJI Interest & Dividends 46400 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 24,000.00
Realized Gain/Loss on Investments-BaS 47100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Realized Gain/Loss on Investments-CTS/RJI 47300 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Realized Gain/Loss on Investments-Endowment 47400 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Trustee Fees Scholarships 48410 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -1,475.00 -17,700.00
Trustee Fees Endowment 48420 -220.00 -220.00 -220.00 -220.00 -220.00 -220.00 -220.00 -220.00 -220.00 -220.00 -220.00 -220.00 -2,640.00
WSOS Portfolio Mgmt-BaS 48610 -475.00 -475.00 -475.00 -475.00 -475.00 -475.00 -475.00 -475.00 -475.00 -475.00 -475.00 -475.00 -5,700.00
WSOS Portfolio Mgmt-CTS 48620 -160.00 -160.00 -160.00 -160.00 -160.00 -160.00 -160.00 -160.00 -160.00 -160.00 -160.00 -160.00 -1,920.00
WSOS Portfolio Mgmt-Endowment 48630 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -20.00 -240.00

Net Investment Income(Expense) 215,550.00 215,550.00 215,550.00 215,550.00 215,550.00 215,550.00 215,550.00 215,550.00 215,550.00 215,550.00 215,550.00 215,550.00 2,586,600.00
Total Revenue  $         248,883.33  $  273,883.33  $         273,883.33  $  273,883.33  $   523,883.34  $        1,148,883.34  $    7,659,980.00  $         230,550.00  $   2,765,550.00  $  215,550.00  $  215,550.00  $   4,315,550.00  $     18,146,030.00 
Expenses

Scholarship Expenses/Refunds
Scholarships & Contributions to Others-BaS 60100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,504,648.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,504,648.00
Scholarships & Contributions to Others-GRD 60200 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 475,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 475,000.00
Scholarships & Contributions to Others-CTS & RJI 60300 0.00 0.00 2,500,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3,487,287.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,000,000.00 7,987,287.00
BaS Discount 60310 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
GRD Discount 60320 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CTS/RJI Discount 60330 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00      
Preceptor Grants 60350 0.00 0.00 23,760.00 0.00 0.00 58,320.00 0.00 43,200.00 0.00 0.00 54,000.00 0.00 179,280.00
Returned Scholarship Checks-BaS 60510 -83,099.00 -71,061.00 -79,106.00 -87,787.00 -67,222.00 -92,000.00 -43,043.00 -20,838.00 -57,287.00 -112,044.00 -88,651.00 -91,236.00 -893,374.00
Returned Scholarship Checks-GRD 60520 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Returned Scholarship Checks-CTS/RJI 60530 -102,074.00 -184,779.00 -38,560.00 -96,826.00 -177,597.00 -98,854.00 -168,210.00 -99,846.00 -54,400.00 -110,908.00 -66,543.00 -75,891.00 -1,274,488.00
WSOS GRD Travel Stipends 66800 4,750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,750.00 0.00 0.00 3,375.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,875.00

Total Scholarship Expenses/Refunds -$          180,423.00 -$   255,840.00 $        2,406,094.00 -$   184,613.00 -$   244,819.00 -$            127,784.00 -$        211,253.00 $      16,389,451.00 -$      108,312.00 -$   222,952.00 -$   101,194.00 $     1,832,873.00 $       18,991,228.00
   Personnel Costs

Salaries & Wages 61100 242,983.68 264,897.45 264,897.45 264,897.45 264,897.45 264,897.45 264,897.45 226,569.88 221,966.75 221,928.06 221,928.06 396,670.27 3,121,431.40
Payroll Taxes 61200 26,728.20 29,138.72 29,138.72 29,138.72 29,138.72 29,138.72 29,138.72 24,922.69 24,416.34 24,412.09 24,412.09 43,633.73 343,357.45
Health & Dental Benefits 61300 23,976.00 26,792.00 26,792.00 26,792.00 26,792.00 26,792.00 26,792.00 26,792.00 28,200.00 28,200.00 28,200.00 28,200.00 324,320.00
401K Contributions 61400 9,719.35 10,595.90 10,595.90 10,595.90 10,595.90 10,595.90 10,595.90 9,062.80 8,878.67 8,877.12 8,877.12 15,866.81 124,857.26
Life/Disability Insurance 61500 1,450.00 1,450.00 1,450.00 1,450.00 1,450.00 1,450.00 1,450.00 1,450.00 1,450.00 1,450.00 1,450.00 2,155.00 18,105.00
WSOS Incentive Compensation 61600 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Professional Development 61900 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 12,000.00

Total Personnel Costs $           305,857.23 $    333,874.07 $           333,874.07 $    333,874.07 $     333,874.07 $             333,874.07 $         333,874.07 $           289,797.36 $        285,911.76 $    285,867.27 $    285,867.27 $        487,525.81 $         3,944,071.11
Professional Services

Legal Services 62100 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 30,000.00
Accounting & Auditing Services 62200 0.00 0.00 25,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50,000.00
Grantwriting & Fundraising Services 62500 6,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 6,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 28,000.00
Hiring & Personnel Recruitment 62600 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 600.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5,400.00
Scholar Leads & Temporary Consulting 62700 85,400.00 11,120.00 23,390.00 98,460.00 0.00 11,120.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 109,918.00 0.00 13,900.00 353,408.00
WSOS Event Speaker Fees 62750 200.00 500.00 100.00 1,600.00 7,400.00 100.00 100.00 1,900.00 0.00 4,050.00 1,900.00 0.00 17,850.00
Program Administration 62800 70,992.00 70,992.00 70,992.00 70,992.00 70,992.00 70,992.00 70,992.00 70,992.00 55,000.00 55,000.00 55,000.00 55,000.00 787,936.00
Other Professional Services 62900 48,185.00 4,575.00 3,600.00 7,100.00 11,700.00 350.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 4,700.00 3,000.00 3,900.00 1,500.00 90,610.00

Total Professional Services $           214,377.00 $      91,787.00 $           127,682.00 $    182,752.00 $       94,692.00 $               92,162.00 $         101,792.00 $             78,492.00 $          64,300.00 $    175,968.00 $      64,800.00 $          74,400.00 $         1,363,204.00
Office Expenses

Office Supplies 63100 12,950.00 500.00 175.00 3,500.00 2,525.00 675.00 0.00 500.00 175.00 675.00 300.00 500.00 22,475.00
Postage & Shipping 63200 3,210.00 2,810.00 1,660.00 110.00 1,945.00 1,240.00 1,610.00 110.00 310.00 1,110.00 110.00 1,130.00 15,355.00
Printing & Copying 63300 1,324.55 434.55 3,824.55 4,824.55 3,684.55 1,004.55 5,324.55 434.55 7,824.55 324.55 1,934.55 324.55 31,264.60
Telephone & Communication 63500 285.00 285.00 285.00 285.00 285.00 285.00 285.00 285.00 285.00 285.00 285.00 285.00 3,420.00
Small Equipment, Rental & Maintenance 63600 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total Office Expenses $             17,769.55 $        4,029.55 $               5,944.55 $        8,719.55 $         8,439.55 $                 3,204.55 $             7,219.55 $               1,329.55 $            8,594.55 $        2,394.55 $        2,629.55 $            2,239.55 $              72,514.60
Information Technology Expenses

Computers & Peripherals 64100 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 14,400.00
Software & Cloud Services 64200 7,877.40 4,281.40 32,301.40 4,346.40 4,326.40 12,853.40 5,131.40 5,051.40 5,651.40 5,051.40 5,600.67 5,086.40 97,559.07
Website Hosting & Development 64300 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 700.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 700.00
WSOS IT Consulting 64400 2,000.00 2,550.00 4,200.00 2,550.00 5,300.00 2,000.00 4,200.00 2,550.00 3,650.00 3,650.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 36,650.00

Total Information Technology Expenses $             11,077.40 $        8,031.40 $             37,701.40 $        8,096.40 $       11,526.40 $               16,053.40 $           10,531.40 $               8,801.40 $          10,501.40 $        9,901.40 $        8,800.67 $            8,286.40 $            149,309.07
Occupancy Expenses

Office & Facility Rent 65100 5,385.00 5,540.00 5,540.00 5,540.00 5,540.00 5,540.00 5,540.00 5,540.00 5,540.00 5,540.00 5,540.00 5,540.00 66,325.00
Facilities Maintenance & Repair 65500 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total Occupancy Expenses $             18,462.40 $        5,540.00 $               5,540.00 $        5,540.00 $         5,540.00 $                 5,540.00 $             5,540.00 $               5,540.00 $            5,540.00 $        5,540.00 $        5,540.00 $            5,540.00 $              66,325.00
Travel Expenses

Local Mileage, Parking & Tolls 66100 1,695.33 1,192.33 1,222.33 1,233.33 4,463.33 908.33 488.33 563.33 1,894.33 1,249.33 1,399.33 963.33 17,273.00
Travel-Not Local 66200 5,008.00 1,092.00 2,392.00 5,798.00 6,218.00 2,080.00 3,420.00 1,600.00 2,736.00 5,928.00 2,396.00 2,008.00 40,676.00
Travel Meals 66300 1,089.00 296.00 916.00 1,646.00 2,225.00 478.00 1,055.00 0.00 790.00 1,779.00 1,011.00 454.00 11,739.00

Total Travel Expenses $               7,792.33 $        2,580.33 $               4,530.33 $        8,677.33 $       12,906.33 $                 3,466.33 $             4,963.33 $               2,163.33 $            5,420.33 $        8,956.33 $        4,806.33 $            3,425.33 $              69,688.00
Other General Expenses

Insurance 67000 1,115.00 1,115.00 1,115.00 1,115.00 1,115.00 1,115.00 1,115.00 1,115.00 1,115.00 1,115.00 1,115.00 1,115.00 13,380.00
Taxes, Licenses & Fees 68000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Bank & Merchant Fees 69100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Advertising & Promotion 69150 20,673.00 4,233.00 1,033.00 6,183.00 17,033.00 733.00 733.00 6,233.00 733.00 3,723.00 733.00 17,033.00 79,076.00
Meetings & Catering Expense 69200 7,252.50 532.50 6,048.50 4,013.50 52,032.50 18,752.50 833.50 532.50 7,252.00 5,833.50 15,532.50 2,532.50 121,148.50
Depreciation Expense 69300 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Amortization Expense 69400 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
WSOS Registration Fees 69500 0.00 500.00 1,775.00 1,750.00 0.00 5,025.00 0.00 2,000.00 0.00 2,000.00 600.00 100.00 13,750.00
Bad Debt Expense 69550 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
WSOS Lobbying Expense 69600 8,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 96,000.00
WSOS Sponsorships 69650 0.00 0.00 2,500.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 2,000.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.00 7,500.00
Subscriptions & Memberships 69750 5,015.00 85.00 85.00 85.00 325.00 510.00 85.00 1,395.00 85.00 85.00 685.00 85.00 8,525.00
Staff Appreciation 69800 950.00 450.00 450.00 450.00 550.00 1,050.00 450.00 450.00 950.00 450.00 450.00 2,100.00 8,750.00
Donor Appreciation 69850 400.00 0.00 0.00 250.00 150.00 150.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 400.00 0.00 0.00 1,250.00
Interest & Penalties 69900 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Miscellaneous Expenses 75000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40,000.00

Total Other Expenses $             42,290.50 $      13,800.50 $             19,891.50 $      20,731.50 $     118,090.50 $               35,720.50 $           10,101.50 $             18,610.50 $          19,170.00 $      20,491.50 $      26,000.50 $          31,350.50 $            376,249.50

Total Expenses $           437,203.41 $    203,802.85 $        2,941,257.85 $    383,777.85 $     340,249.85 $             362,236.85 $         262,768.85 $      16,794,185.14 $        291,126.05 $    286,167.06 $    297,250.33 $     2,445,640.60  $     25,032,589.28 

Net Operating Income -$          188,320.08 $      70,080.48 -$       2,667,374.52 -$   109,894.52 $     183,633.49 $             786,646.49 $      7,397,211.15 -$     16,563,635.14 $     2,474,423.95 -$     70,617.06 -$     81,700.33 $     1,869,909.40 -$        6,886,559.28

Net Income -$          188,320.08 $      70,080.48 -$       2,667,374.52 -$   109,894.52 $     183,633.49 $             786,646.49 $      7,397,211.15 -$     16,563,635.14 $     2,474,423.95 -$     70,617.06 -$     81,700.33 $     1,869,909.40 -$        6,886,559.28
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